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TAUDIO
Classic Valve equipment carefully serviced or sympathetically
restored will provide many more years of listening pleasure.
Using the finest components available and assembled with
meticulous precision our restorations will leave you amazed at
the improvement in performance you will hear. Shown is a
restored PYE PF91 which was probably one of the finest
classic amplifiers made in the bygone era.
Our LEAK and QUAD restorations are
particularly popular and carry a two year
parts and labour guarantee.
•
For those interest in high quality FM
reception have you ever heard of the
LEAK Troughline Tuner? If you have
then you will probably own one. If you
haven't, you might like to investigate this little
audiophile gem, unless of course you happen to
own aMarantz 10B. Available in the 1960's, like all
quality Hi Fi at that time it used valves. This tuner
coupled to our GATE Stereo Decoder which incidentally can
be used with other tuners, will produce one of finest stereo tuners
available today irrespective of price. An Audiophile version as well
as akit also available.

Equipment for sale
Avantgarde Duo's Horn loudspeakers, Special metallic red finish ( list £7,600) £6,900
Audio Physic Virgo loudspeakers, birds-eye maple ( list £3,400) POA
Audio Physic Tempo 1loudspeakers, black and cherry ( list £ 1,999) £ 1,500
Audio Physic Step loudspeakers, black & Cherry ( list £ 1,299) £975
Marantz CD17 CD player, boxed ( list £800) £450
Nottingham Analogue Annalog Reference Turntable, ( list £5,500) £3,500
Nottingham Analogue "The Foot" arm, 3month old, ( list £ 1,100) £800
ART Monolith loudspeaker cable, 3metre stereo pair, ( list £650) £495
Pre-Owned Equipment for sale
Croft Epoch pre- amplifier, Silver wired & upgraded power supply, Unbelievable performance, £650
Garrard 301 turntable, Maxplank plinth in pianno black, F&S Isolation transformer ( list £595), £350
Klipsch Chorus II Horn loudspeakers, Oak finish, 4years old, ( list £ 1950), £ 1000
Leak TL12.1 ( matched pair), BBC spec rebuilt to avery high standard, £ 1600
Mullard 5-20, original main and output transformers ( stereo set), new and boxed, £ 120
Nottingham Analogue Alien Arm, Machined from pure graphite, ( list £2000) £500
Nottingham Analogue Tracer No 4Cartridge, only 200 hours use, ( list £650) £ 150
PYE Mozart HFS20 Stereo amplifier, very collectable, great sound, £395
PYE HF12 ( matche pair), very rare amps still in daily use, magnificent sound, £ 1200
QUAD II's, with 22 preamp, Original KT 66's, manuals, mint condition, abargain at £650
Our agencies include:- Audio Analogue, Audio Physic, Avantgarde Acoustics, Croft, Denon, Diapason, GATE,
GM Audio, GRAAF, Immedia Turntable & Arms, Jolida, Leak Troughline Tuners, Mattisse, Monrio,
Nottingham Analogue, Plantine Verdier Turntables, Posselt, SME, Solidsteel Tables, IRON, UKD Opera,
Unison Research & Yamamura Churchill Millennium Cables.
WE BUY CLASSIC HiFi, TOP PRICES PAID FOR ALL GOOD EXAMPLES CALLERS BY APPOINTMENT ONLY
Mail order available
WIA

Tel/fax: (+44) 01895 833099
We are situated on the outskirts of London 4 minutes front junction 16 of the M25 ( M15IM401 or 20 minutes by train front Marylehone Railway Station.
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EDITORIAL
Thanks to popular demand, Classic HiFi
has established itself as atwice-yearly treat
for HFNIRR readers. We're confident you'll
agree that this edition, No 5, is every bit as
absorbing as its predecessors. Our selection
of ` classic reviews reprinted' once again
takes us from the 1950s to the 1970s,
covering some of the most intriguing and
unusual products of their day.
For the restoration-minded, Stuart Perry
and Andrew King follow-up their December
'97 piece on Quad ESL panels with another
informative article, dealing this time with
the all-important but rather mysterious HT
power supply. Meanwhile, Dave Ritchie
explains how apair of very distressed Gale
401s were brought back to life.
This time, as well as host of reviews, our
selection from the HiFi News archives
includes two features which will be of great
interest to anyone who still loves vinyl
records. The first is ashort 1962 report on a
visit to SME (note that the factory has got a
lot bigger since then!); the second is aclassic
discursive article by the late Michael
Gerzon, on LP record wear.
The Editor
Cover picture: adesign classic. Allen Boothroyd
and Bob Stuart's Leeson AC IIAP1 X pre-Ipower
amp (photo courtesy Cambridge Product Design)

Lowther Audiovector
Already long established, when reviewed in June 1964, an archetypal `horn' design
12
Worden Articulated Pickup Arm
The unusual wooden arm designed by pianist William Worden, reviewed in July 1962
15
Lecson AC1 Pre-Amp/AP1X Power Amp
One of the most stylish amp designs ever; excerpted from MC's October 1977 group test
17
Record Wear: elliptical versus spherical styli
What really happens in the groove. Reprinted from February 1970

Radford STA 12 Stereo Amplifier
The Radford 12W stereo amplifier, reviewed in March 1961

GUARANTEED
REPLACEMENTS
EVERY diamond stylus we fit carries with it a
written guarantee that it has been individually
inspected by microscopic examination ( 200 magnification) for perfect polish and correct lip radius.

24— HOUR SERVICE
LET HS fit a diamond to your pick-up next time
you replace the stylus. We offer a 24- hour service.
Prices and details by return from . .

ROMAGNA REPRODUCERS
592 GREEN LANEN • I' aI . 5IERN GREEN

LONDON NI3
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Acoustic Research LST Loudspeaker
A landmark American loudspeaker system, reviewed in August 1973

Koetsu MCI (Wood) Cartridge
Already alegend in Japan, the Koetsu arrived here in time for this November 1980 review

Classic Suppliers
Our guide to suppliers and restorers of vintage gear, valves, cartridges and styli and

DIAMOND
STYLI
W HICHEVER way you work il out, adiamond is by
far the cheapest stylus you can buy. In addition, it
is an insurance policy for your valuable records.
There is only one proviso— it must be a perfectly
finished diamond

...

Pavalte
For the discriminating
enthusiast, the Richard Allan
Pavane is a free-standing,
3-speaker, system of quite
unusual distinction.
It provides the sort of high
quality reproduction one
normally expects from
loudspeakers costing far more.
25' a153' air deep the Pavane
at 132.0.0 l
sprobably the finest
value on the market today—
typical of the superb
high-fidelity equipment
manufactured by...

titanic:4ffan
BRADFORD ROAD, OOMERSAL,
OLEEKHEATON, YORKSHIRE
Telephone: Cleckhealon 2442
Direct Dealer Distribution
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In close-up: the Quad power supply unit

BACK TO BASS-1CS
Quad ESts with ' no bass' can be rectified! More Quad ESL repair magic...
BY

H

STUART

ow often have you heard it said that
'Quads don't have any bass'? We
certainly come across this comment
very frequently when we tell people that
the original ( 1957-85) Electrostatic is our
favourite loudspeaker, and it is a
reputation which the Quad ESL does not
deserve.
In fact, the ESL was an excellent fullrange speaker with a balanced response
down to 40Hz and beyond, and on the
day they left the factory they were quite
stunning, hence the rave reviews in the
'50s and ' 60s. However, it must be
remembered that the ESL operates at
extremely high voltages (nearly 6000 volts
to be precise), and the ravages of time
wreak havoc with any system which
operates at high voltages and is exposed to

PERRY

AND

ANDREW

the atmosphere. Firstly, the electrical
components in the high- voltage power
supply in the loudspeakers (see Fig 1 ) are
under significant electrical stress and will
simply ' wear out' after years of constant
use. Secondly, any moisture in the
atmosphere will be attracted to the
charged panels, and can cause corrosion
(and mould growth, as seen in the picture)
which in turn leads to electrical leakage or
even short-circuits, thus reducing the
ability of the power supply to keep the
panels charged up.
It is therefore more than likely that
surviving examples are operating way
below their original design specifications,
even if they appear from the outside to be
in pristine condition. We have certainly
found that almost all of the speakers we
4

KING

have worked on have had faults which
seriously compromise their ultimate
performance. The odd thing is, though,
that even a ' duff' pair of ESLs can have a
beautiful midrange and treble. We suspect
that this is the reason for the reputation of
`having no bass'. In fact, Ibelieve that
most people have heard, and fallen in love
with, a pair of vintage ESLs which are
operating with virtually only the treble
panels actually doing anything.
Now for the good news. It is quite
possible to restore the original bass
performance of the ESL. Firstly, the cause
of the problem must be determined by
inspection of the bass panels and
measurement of the HT power supply.
Any corrosion or mould on the bass panels
can be seen quite easily, and if this is

Right and below: bass unit
affected by mould growth

detected then it is probable that it will be
dragging the power supply down and the
treatment is to strip down and fit new
diaphragms [as described in our previous
article, ' American Graphite', HFN/RR
December
1997
Classic
Hi -Fi
supplement].
Assuming the bass panels are clean and
mould- free, then the power supply will
probably not be generating the required
high voltages. This can be checked by
using aspecial high-impedance probe (see
picture) attached to a digital multi-meter.
For the power supply to be considered
OK, the bass panel HT should ideally read
5000 volts or higher, and the treble panel
HT 1400 volts or more. Typically, a
'dead' power supply will be giving under
2000V on the bass supply and something
like 1000V on the treble panel. Even so,
the speaker will still be working and can
still sound sweet, although there will be a
distinct lack of bass.
Another tell-tale test to detect problems
is to disconnect the mains supply to the
speaker whilst you have music playing,
and see how long the speaker keeps
working for. A good ESL will still play
music for several minutes after the mains
is switched off, as the charge on the
diaphragms is not being drained away by
leakage. However, if the music stops
within seconds of removing the power,
then this indicates that there is aproblem.
Now for an explanation of what's going
on here. The ESL consists of two bass
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diode/capacitor stages, using a number of
circuits known as Common Terminal
Voltage Doublers. The first diode pump
stage charges a capacitor up to the peak
incoming AC voltage, and adds the out-ofphase peaks to the other side of it, hence
producing aDC voltage equal to twice the
incoming AC voltage. Each additional
diode/capacitor stage provides a further
doubling of the voltage. The 750V peak
input passes through one doubler stage to
provide 1500V DC for the treble panel,

and four stages of doubling are used to
derive the 6000V DC for the bass panels.
These diodes often fail after years of
constant stress, such that the multiplier
stages simply stop working. This means
that the voltage derived from the power
supply will be low. Because the bass panel
supply has more stress on it, the diodes in
these stages are more likely to fail, often
leaving the treble panel supply unharmed.
We have seen several ESLs with bass
panels quietly whispering with only 2000V
HT, whilst the treble panel sings out at
full volume.
In an ESL, the assembly containing
these diode/capacitor stages is known as
the rectifier block, and it is situated on the
back of the mains transformer behind one
of the bass panels. Inside the rectifier
block is a circuit board containing eight
diode/capacitor multiplier stages. In very
early ESLs, this circuit board is cast in a
block of solid epoxy resin and cannot be
serviced, but in the majority of ESLs the
circuit board is fitted into ablack plastic
box and filled with beeswax, and can be
dismantled for refurbishment.
It is rare for the capacitors to fail, so the
most usual repair consists of replacing all
of the diodes (there are 16, each one being
part number 1N4007, available from most
component suppliers and costing about 3
pence each!).

Stators
Step-up
Transformer

I

Diaphragm

Using aspecial high-impedance probe
attached to adigital multi-meter to test for
sagging HT voltage
panels and a treble panel. The power
supply unit has to produce nearly 6000V
for the bass panels, but only about 1500V
for the treble panel. The way these
voltages are derived is as follows.
A transformer is used to step-up the
incoming 240V AC mains to 610V RMS
(860V peak). This is passed through a
potential divider chain which provides
current limiting and sets the input voltage
to the multiplier chain at 750V peak. This
is then multiplied up by the use of several

High Voltage
Power Supply

From
Amplifier
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Basic principle of ESL drive, showing the high-voltage (HT) power supply
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PROVEN EXCELLENCE • Originally designed in 1953 by Tannoy's Chief Engineer
R.H.Rackham, the G.R.F. Enclosure quickly established itself amongst the firest loudspeaker
systems available.
It is arear horn loaded enclosure, designed for less obtrusive corner placement, capable of
unmatched performance. The folded horn configuration allows abass response of incredible
speed, depth and tunefulness to augment the clarity and precision of Tannoy's incomparable
Dual Concentric drive units.
THE CORNER G.R.F. ENCLOSURE • Re- manufactured to the original Tannoy design,
by Octave Audio Woodworking, the Corner G.R.F. utilises the best of modern materials to
further improve on the original. The cabinet is ultra- rigid, constructed from finest birch
plywood and trimmed with solid hardwood. All internal seams are epoxy filleted for
additional strength and to provide aperfectly air- tight seal. The grille cloth is vynair —
identical to that specified for the original units.
The Corner G.R.F by Octave Audio Woodworking is without doubt the
ultimate enclosure for the Tannoy IS Monitor series, and the perfect
partner for valve amplification both vintage and modern.
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Octave Audio Woodworking

THE GRF ENCLOSURE, A DESIGN NOW INTO ITS 45TH YEAR. IS STILL

PO Box 1256

AMONGST THE FINEST LOUDSPEAKER SYSTEMS AVAILABLE - AT ANY PRICE.

Bristol

BS99 2XR

Telephone : 0117 924 6005

The Corner GRF samiable as an unloaded enclosure only
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Probably the best HiFi
magazine in the world
Published on the first Friday of every month and available at all good newsagents.
For further details contact: Link House Magazines Limited on 0181-686 2599 or write to:
Link House Magazines Limited, Link House, Dingwall Avenue, Croydon CR9 2TA or see the Link House
Web Site on: http://www.linkhouse.co.uk/hifinews.html or e-mail us direct on101574,223@compuserve.com

Here's how to do it. Make sure that the
mains supply is not connected, and allow
two hours for the power supply to
discharge. The back cover must be
removed from the loudspeaker, revealing
the power supply module on the right
hand side. Any residual charge on the
power supply should be earthed out by
shorting the treble and bass panel
connections to the transformer bracket
with a short piece of insulated wire; you
can use one of the meter leads. Next, unsolder the bass and treble panel
connections from the printed circuit
board, and remove the power supply from
the cabinet.
You can now dismantle the rectifier
block from the transformer assembly.
The beeswax can be melted out by
placing the rectifier block in the oven. Put
it in atin to catch the melted wax; you will
need this later (see picture). The circuit
board will now come out of the plastic

Melting the beeswax from the rectifier block
box, and the diodes can be replaced (see
picture). Having done this, the circuit
board is positioned back in the box, the
wax re-melted, and poured back in! Hey
presto, one ` good as new' rectifier block.
Reassemble this new rectifier block back
on to the mains transformer, taking care to
re-connect the transformer correctly, and
you are now ready to re- fit the power
supply into the ESL. Before re-fitting, it is
worth checking the HT voltages from the
refurbished power supply. This is done
using the probe and multi- meter once
more. One thing which must be
considered is that the probe used will drag
the power supply down a little even

Fitting replacement diodes

After fitting new diodes, check the HT voltage again

though it is avery high impedance ( 1000
inegohms). This is because the power
supply is designed to be capable of
providing only a minute amount of
current, just afew microamps at 6kV, and
any load on it will result in a reduced
measurement. We typically measure just
over 5000V and 1400V at the bass and
treble panel supply points respectively. A
more accurate measurement can be made
using an electrostatic voltmeter, but this is
not really necessary as it can be assumed
that, given the above approximate
readings, then the power supply is working
just fine.
Once you know that you have a good
power supply, the condition of the bass
panels can be judged more accurately by
comparing the HT voltage measurement
with and without the panels connected.
Ideally, there should be no difference in
the two measurements. If a bass panel is
faulty, then the voltage may be seen to
drop by 1000V or more when the panels
are connected. You can disconnect one
bass panel at a time to isolate the faulty
one.
Having carried out power supply
refurbishment on my own ESL 57s Iam
frequently asked ` where have you hidden
the sub-woofer?'. Admittedly, alot of time
has been spent on finding the right
position for the speakers and treating the
listening room acoustically, but with
alittle experimenting the reward is a
very pleasantly clean and detailed
bass performance. In fact, given the
right source material, they kick a
surprising amount of ass!
Just one word of warning at this
point: DO NOT ATTEMPT TO
DISMANTLE OR WORK ON
AN
ELECTROSTATIC
LOUDSPEAKER UNLESS
YOU
HAVE
SUITABLE
EXPERIENCE OF HIGH
VOLTAGES. The ESL carries
lethal voltages (especially at the
output
of
the
audio
transformer, where the power is
derived to drive the stators).
The power supply which
provides the charging voltage
(6000V!) for the diaphragms
remains charged up for several hours
after being switched off.
7

Resources and contacts:
Web surfers can find further details of
this and other Quad ESL mods on Sheldon
Stokes's site at
http://people.clarkson.edu/-stokessd/qu
ad.html
Beam-Echo can be reached on 01425
278270, fax 01425 276101 or visit the
web site at
http://www.beamecho.mcmail.com
Andy King is currently working for
Nortel in Maidenhead and can be
reached by email at
andrewking@bluesman.demon.co.uk
Roger Sanders book '
Electrostatic
Loudspeaker Design Cookbook' is
available from the HEN/RR Accessories
Club.

Quad's
Electrostatic in
all its gloiy

The classic Gale GS401A loudspeaker

BLOWING AGALE
Like many other 1970s speakers, the
classic Gale GS401As have drivers that tend to disintegrate
with the passge of time. But don't despair...
BY

DAVE

RITCHIE

T

is the story of a love affair that
We lived happily together until 1981.
began in 1973... or should Isay two
When (enter the second love affair) Igot
l
ova affairs. The first began when I married to Lynn, she convinced me that
saw and heard the Gale GS401A speakers
the Gales were too big for our house at the
at Olympia HiFi show that year.
time. They went to anew home in Portugal
They were designed construction-wise by
where Iassume they still live. This was
an American, Ira Gale, and visually by Jon
something Igreatly regretted doing at the
Bannenberg. It turned out that the Gale
time, but that's love for you!
factory was in Bruton Place in the centre of
In mid 1997, Ibumped into an old
Mayfair, of all places. Iwas immediately
friend Dennis Shipp (who incidentally used
taken by the full accurate imagery and solid
to be ad manager on this magazine). He
tight bass. They did, however, need a had bought a pair of Gales after me and
powerful amplifier to drive them.
still had them. They were visually in good
Fortunately, at that time Ipossessed a condition, although the foam suspensions
Yamaha CR-1000 receiver which was more
of the two 8 inch bass units in each one
than man enough for the job. I duly
disintegrated long ago, as could be seen
purchased apair of Gale GS401As in 1974.
through the perforated vinyl grilles. He
wanted to sell. adeal was done, and Iset
about restoring them to their former glory!
Taking apart apair of Gale's isn't for the
faint-hearted, but it can be done with care.
Iwill attempt to explain how, step by step.
The first and trickiest step is to remove the
chrome end caps, which are glued in 4
places and are almost an ' interference fit'.
Slip a thin piece of card [ Fig 1] between
cap andvinyl to protect it, take a suitable
piece of hardwood ( softwood will, in my
experience, split) and hit with firm hammer
blows, working around the cap systematically to remove it. Hitting in one place
A rare shot from 1973: the author with his first
only results in the cap snagging on the
love (and flared trousers)
cabinet. After the expenditure of some time
8

and patience you will have removed the
first cap; repeat for the other end.
The vinyl grille or cloth (later models) is
removed next [Fig 21. Prise out the staples
with asuitable tool protecting the grilles as
you do so,the vinyl is terminated at each
side by a plastic moulding this is prised
from the groove in which it is located once
again with care. At each end of the speaker
[Fig 3], partially obscuring each bass unit
by about 50mm, is apiece of foam-backed
hardboard, held in place by staples and
glue; remove these next.
The extent of your problems will now be
fully revealed. You will have to consider
replacing the bass units with new ones,
which will cost approximately £45 each.
The midranges, if damaged, will cost £42
each to replace.
The other possible course of action is to
have your existing units repaired. Wembley
Loudspeakers (established in 1971) is able
to undertake this work. Replacing the
foam suspensions will work out at £26.00
per bass unit and £22.00 per midrange. If
the tweeters are faulty, I'm afraid they will
have to be replaced.
Undo the Pozidrive screws holding
drive units in place, disconnect the wiring
with a soldering iron, after first making a
note of or marking the colour connections.
Remove the drivers, exposing the tightlypacked fibreglass filling. Take out as much

Fig I. First and trickiest stage is to remove the chrome end caps

Fig 2. Prise our the staples with asuitabk tool

Fig 3. Removing the hardboardlfoam panels

Fig 4. Showing old bass units with disintegrating feam surrounds

S. Crossover rev.mled

as you need to in order to expose the huge
crossover unit. Six screws on the back of
the cabinet holà it in place. Itook all the
drivers and crossovers to Paul MacCallum
at Wembley Loudspeakers for testing.
Incidentally, with almost any other make
of speaker, they are quite happy to
undertake the disassembly for you. But
Gales are a little too time consuming in
this respect to be an economic
proposition. Obviously, workload will
determine the turn-round time, but it is
normally two weeks.
After testing my units, the tweeters, midranges and crossovers were found to be in
good condition. I did take apart the
potentiometers on the crossovers to clean
them; on my speakers, a metal spring clip
holds the potentiometer together, but later
models may vary. The bass units were in a
sad state, but Wembley were able to repair
them without any trouble. Mine had been

manufactured by Acoustic Research,
although Gale had used other makes of
units, Peerless and Volt for example,
during the many years of 401 production.
Reassembly is simply a reverse of the
disassembly. Fit the crossovers first
followed by the fibreglass, feeding the
wiring from the crossovers through it to
there positions in the speaker apertures. Fit
the foam speaker gaskets first and re-solder
the units to the wiring, which you have
previously marked for colour and
connection. Screw down the units tightly.
At this stage it would be agood idea to test
the speakers to check that you haven't
connected the units out of phase; if all is
OK, continue. You will need to borrow or
hire a staple gun for the next stage. Glue
(Evostik or similar) and staple the foam
covered hardboard back in place,fit the
plastic moulding on the vinyl grille in the
groove on one side of the carcass carefully
9

stretch and fit into other groove smoothing
out any creases as you do so, staple in
position. If any slight creases are still
present they can be removed by gently
applying heat from a hairdryer. Refit the
chrome end caps in place, pushing into
position. Ihave found regluing to be
unnecessary as the tight fit is more than
enough to keep them in place.
Out of interest, does anyone know if
Gale ever actually produced that stunninglooking turntable? If somebody out there
has one they might want to sell...
Useful addresses:
Wembley Loudspeakers, Unit A4, Askew
Workshops, Askew Crescent, London WI2
9DP. Tel 0181 743 4567 (speaker repairs and
testing)
Wilmslow Audio, 50 Main Street, Broughton
Astley, Leicester LE9 6RD (new drive units and
capacitors)
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A VISIT TO S.M.E.
MANUFACTURERS OF THE AWARD WINNING PICKUP ARM

THE S.M.E. pickup arm was selected by the Council of Industrial Design for one of the ten Design Awards for 1962.
As these awards are made for outstanding designs in British Industry and have ranged from furniture to washing machines and
pottery to television sets, the Audio Industry as a whole must be
honoured that one of their members should achieve such a distinction. The presentation took place recently in London when the
designers Mr. A Robertson-Aikman and Mr. W. J. Watkinson received the award from the Duke of Edinburgh.
Ultra-modern factory
To see what goes into the production of this high-class pickup
arm we were invited to visit the S.M.E. factory at Steyning, Sussex.
One would not expect to find such an ultra-modern factory set in
such a picturesque market town as Steyning, but this was indeed
the case.
The factory itself was designed by the well-known
architects Tiltman and Howard and, as the photograph shows very
large windows allow the maximum amount of light into the offices
and workshop.
On entering the main doors the visitor comes face to face with
a large glass case containing an exploded pickup arm with captions
covering the various items, and these were explained to us here by
Mr. W. J. Watkinson, who is in charge of pickup arm and production.
It is interesting to learn the reason for the design and production
of the pickup arm—because Mr. Robertson-Aikman, an audio enthusiast. unable to find a suitable arm for his equipment, decided
to produce his own.
8,000 Arms sold
On touring the factory it was soon apparent that it was an engineer's dream come true. Automatic lathes, milling, drilling,
grinding and honing machines of the most up-to-date specification
are used to achieve first-class accuracy and finish. Moving on to
the assembly room one noticed the great amount of care that was
taken with each individual item and arm. Every pickup arm is
tested by three people before it leaves the factory.
Since the S.M.E. Arm first appeared on the British Market in
December 1959 more than 8,000 have been sold.
Concrete enclosures
We were then invited to Mr. Robertson-Aikman's home to see
own private Hi-fi installation. It consists of Thorens trans:ription turntable; S.M.E. Model 3012 arm; Radford STA 15 Stereo
implifiers and control unit; Avantic FM tuner and Telefunken
q24 tape recorder. Each speaker assembly comprises two modified
Vestrex units, a 15-in, bass radiator and acoustilens for mid-range
with a Kelly ribbon for H.F., mounted in a concrete enclosure
weighing half a ton.
A wide range of cartridges was available. Each one was fitted
Lnd tested on various stereo records which are kept in perfect conlition with the aid of a Parastat and Dust Bug.
The reproduction from these records varied from cartridge to
artridge, but it was noticed that one in particular appeared to give
he best stereo effect. The speakers provided the smoothest sound
ve have heard for a long time and something must be said for the
oncrete mounting. However, many of our " better halves" would
eriously object to a major building task such as this, but we got
he impression that Mrs. Robertson-Aikman was in full agreement
eith the system.
In the discussion that followed it was apparent that this is a
ouse where everything was tried to obtain the ultimate in high
delity.
London Area W.C.2

RIMINGTON

The Duke of Edinburgh presents the award to Mr. A. Robertson-Aikmari

The listener's view of the two half-ton enclosures
LONDON AREA W.I.
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EQUIPMENT REVIEWED
The GP 81 will work well into a load of 1-2 M without correction
in the amplifier. With the latter (recommended) load, bass response
falls away at 6dB per octave below 100 c/s. When a 1M load is used
there is a similar fall below about 200 c/s. Where it is possible to use
a higher loading than 2M the fall-off point can be pushed down the
scale. Bass loss with a 1M load can often besatisfactorily compensated
by use of the pre-amp. bass control. At higher frequencies there is a
slight trough in the response centred on 2Kc/s, the output rising to a
maximum at 6Kc/s and then falling away to - 9dB down at 12 Kc/s.
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ACOS GP8I CARTRIDGE
Manufacturer's Specification: Ceramic stereo/mono, LP/78 turnover
cartridge. Tracking force: 3-6 gms. Frequency response: 100 c/s12 Kc/s + 3dB (with 2M load). Output: 90 mV/cm/sec at 1Kc/s.
Recommended load: 2 M, or higher for more extended bass response
below 100 c/s. Channel Separation: Better than 15 dB at 1Kc/s.
Styli: 0.7 thou LP and 2.5 thou 78. Mounting: Standard 4 in. fixing
centres, turnover for LP/78, four- pin connections. Prices: £2 6s. 5d.
with two sapphire styli, £2 17s. Gd. with diamond for LP and sapphire
for 78, both prices inclusive. Manufacturer: Cosmocord Ltd., Eleanor
Road, Waltham Cross, Herts.
Acos GP 81 comes of a long line of pred c
p d db
THE
Messrs. Cosmocord Ltd., who have pioneered many developments
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y

in the crystal pickup and microphone field. The original Hi-G cartridge
and the Hi- Light pickup spring immediately to mind in this connection.
The GP 81 is an inexpensive ceramic turnover cartridge, having a
.0007 in. radus stylus for stereo and mono LP discs on one side and a
-0025 in. radius stylus for 78 rpm records on the other. Both sapphire
and diamond styli are available. The GP 81 will fit almost any arm
shell, being obtainable with two different types of bracket, each with a
variety of mounting hardware, enabling practically any mounting
problem to be overcome. It is intended for general use as areplacement
cartridge in manual and auto-changer playing units (where its characteristics are suitable for the amplifiers) and for installation in " Budget
Stereo" equipment where reasonable quality must be combined with
low cost.
o
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Suggested circuit for
converting the pickup's output to a
velocity
characteristic for use with
amplifiers corrected
amplifiers

Preliminary listening tests were conducted wi hthe cartridge mounted
in a Garrard 4HF unit feeding an amplifier with an input impedance
of 2M ( uncorrected), and column type speakers fitted with Wharfedale
Column 8 units. Playing force was set initially at 4gms, but it was
found necessary to increase this weight to 6gms to obtain consistently
good tracking. Quality was pleasantly musical, and it was at once
apparent that there were no sharp peaks and dips in the response,
which fell away at the ends of the range both in bass and treble (see
graph).
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LOWTHER AUDIOVECTOR
Manufacturer's Specification: Compound horn loudspeaker system.
Frequency range: 40 c/s-22 !Ws.
Matching impedance: 15 ohms.
Drive unit: PM2, PM2 Mk 2 or PM4. Features: Upward facing midand high-frequency horn, with rear folded bass horn. Acoustic crossover. Size: 264 x 19 x34 in. Weight: 75 lb. Price: Enclosure alone,
£55; with PM2 Mk 1, £85; with PM2 Mk 2, £95; with PM4, £ 105.
Manufacturer: Lowther Manufacturing Co., St. Mark's Road, Bromley,
Kent.
rr HIS is not anew loudspeaker; like a few other outstanding current
speakers, it will be found in the pages of the 1958 HiFi Year Book.
Still going strong six years later is recommendation enough, so it
was with pleasant anticipation that this review was undertaken.
This is a horn-loaded speaker—horn-loaded front and rear, driven
from a single 8in. unit of advanced design. The front of the cone
drives the mid-frequency horn which points vertically upwards. This
will load properly down to about 200 c/s. By " load properly", we
mean that the horn, above 200 c/s (and up to about 1Kc/s), acts as
an acoustic transformer and gives the cone something more substantial to push against than just open air. In effect the cone behaves
as though its area were as large as the open end of the horn. To produce
agiven sound level, it therefore moves to and fro avery much smaller
distance than it would need to, opening straight into the air.
This does three good things. It reduces distortion, increases efficiency
and improves the transient response. The first, because the shorter
LONDON AREA, W.1

MODERN ELECTRICS LTD

new and secondhand records

13 King Street, Richmond, Surrey. phone Richmond 6798
20-22 High Street, Southall, Middx. phone Southall 3828
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Where the GP 81 has to be used into an input designed for magnetic
cartridges, and consequently corrected in the control unit, the network
shown in the sketch will convert the response to avelocity characteristic.
The response curve obtained from the Decca frequency test disc
SXL 2057 is shown in the diagram. Separation did not fall below
10 dB up to 10 Kc/s, but closed up rapidly above this frequency to
5dB at 12 Kc/s. The observed waveform was clean, as Iwas led to
expect by the musical quality of the sounds produced.
Compliance is not stated on the data sheet, but was found to be
3x 10 -'
1cm/dyne lateral, and 2x 10 -° vertical.
The points of the
styli were well shaped and polished.
Further listening tests in which the GP 81 was used as areplacement
cartridge in two different playing units served to verify first impressions
that this is auseful general-purpose ceramic, for which no exaggerated
claims are made, and which, while it does not pretend to the highest
level of quality, will be found to yield increased listening pleasure
when used in place of a number of pickups of broadly similar characteristics, largely, perhaps, because of the freedom from sharp peaks
in the response and the roll-off at both ends of the scale.
B. J. Webb
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AUDIOVECTOR REVIEW—(continued)
movements at lower frequencies invoke less non- linearity in suspension
and magnetic linkage between field and voice-coil. The second is due
to the better acoustic match. The good transient response is due to
the fact that the cone does not flap about so far and hence is more
easily braked to a standstill after the finish of a signal. Furthermore,
the better coupling to the air facilitates the rapid transfer of vibrational
energy to the air. In simple language, this all means the speaker is
louder for a given input signal, dramatically so, in fact, and achieves
aclearness normally only associated with good electrostatic and ribbon
designs.
Above about IKcis the tweeter cone takes over increasingly. The
main horn does not load the speaker in this range as its throat is too
wide, but the ' Stabilisor', as the makers call it, acts with the tweeter
cone to form a short tweeter ' horn', amongst other things. This
maintains the benefits of horn loading right up to the limits of audibility
as well as reducing the tendency to focus this energy into a narrow
beam.
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BLACKPOOL

The rear of the cone is again loaded with a horn—some eleven feet
long— by cunning folding. Unlike the upper horn, this one perforce
must be somewhat compromised. It ought to go on for another five
or ten feet and finish up some eleven feet or so square! The last bit is
omitted, but by using the speaker in or very near a corner, the floor
and wall surfaces meeting in the corner act as a fairly good substitute.
This goes for all bass horn designs, like Lowther's own TPI and Acousta,
the Rogers Corner Horn speakers, and the large Tannoy corner speakers,
to mention a few.
As the upper horn operates down to about 200 c/s, the bass horn
must be cut off above this frequency. This is done by the volume of
the cavity containing the speaker unit leading to the narrow end of
the bass horn. This cavity works just like the crossover choke in series

MincTnTionelDanven St.Blockburn
Telephone: BLACKPOOL 28756

BENFEL

OF
j BLACKPOOL

F. BENFELL LTD., 57 CHEAPSIDE ( Off Abingdon Street)

with awoofer unit ( though more strictly it is analogous to the woofershunting capacitor in a series .type crossover circuit). Ail the good
things already said about horns hold fairly accurately down to about
100 c/s and most of them down to 30-40 c/s depending, as usual, on
the room or exact speaker position. Compared with the reflex design
as a bass loading method, it is far superior down to about 100 c/s and
generally comparable or better below that. This gives the bass horn
afirmness and fullness often slightly lacking in many other designs.
Another point on which horn- loaded speakers are likely to score
heavily is negligible Doppler distortion. Some recent work on this
subject by James Moir seems to confirm an earlier American research

Harker & Howarth (Music) Ltd.
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which concluded that this form of distortion was the most noticeable
and hence the most serious distortion produced by aloudspeaker cone
radiating both high and low notes at the same time. It gets worse as
the amplitude of the low notes increase and shows up as a roughness
of the high notes. We have payed lip service to this form of distortion,
but never before realised it could be the major one.
The Audiovector can be fitted with a number of drive units of different flux density (and price!) and different internal wood- block
pieces are used to keep the horn cut-off constant (or indeed to alter it
if desired). The speaker is rather larger and heavier than the general
run of good and ' full size' loudspeakers, but installed in corners, their
bulk disappears and the 34 in. height preserves a nice low furniture
line. Needless to say, they are intended to rely on at least afew square
feet of reasonably bare wall above them as reflectors.

Diagramatic representation
of the
audiovector.The bass
horn, all eleven feet
of it, is folded into
the bottom part of
the cabinet

conditions, showed slight emphasis of the horns, but lots of other
orchestral music was enjoyed without even this reservation.
It was later learned that this part of the frequency range, 150 c/s to
about 400 c/s, can easily be raised or lowered by alteration of the bass
horn cut-off cavity—to suit customer or surroundings.
Though the reviewer is familiar with speaker systems using considerable reflection of sound, this is one of the few commercial speakers
at present available using this style of presentation. It does give a
somewhat diffuse stereo image compared with forward- facing speakers,
but this is in general a most desirable thing. So much so-called stereo
material contains conflicting information due to sundry recording
'fiddles', that too clear apresentation is atiring exercise. Shortcomings
of loudspeakers and peculiarities of individual rooms also often further
confuse the issue. With this type of speaker the brain can't pin-point
individual sounds, so it does not try to. Broad directions are still
quite clear and natural, so one can enjoy the music with complete
freedom from listening fatigue. After all, 100 feet back in a large
concert hall, only rough directions are detectable with eyes closed.
This does not mean that close-up items suffer an unnatural diffuseness. They don't, they sound as close and intimate as they do with any
other speaker of comparable performance. Mono, of course, with a
single speaker of this type, benefits enormously.
Sensitivity is very high, probably second only to the TP1 loudspeaker.
A typical volume control setting is at least one whole number lower
than with any other speaker. One could easily impress one's friends
with a pair of 3W amplifiers and they would go away quite certain
15 W amplifiers were in full use!
It is good to see the brilliant work started by Voigt carried on and
developed so ably by the House of Lowther. Long may Mr. Chave
maintain his enthusiasm and perseverence.
R. L. West
BRADFORD
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CHRISTOPHER PRATT & SONS LTD.. 33 NORTH PARADE
Tel. Bradford 25•94
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As soon as the Audiovectors were switched on it was obvious that
hopes were going to be realised. Acoustically they are most unobtrusive—one soon forgets one is listening to leudspeakers. The reviewer
is very familiar with the Lowther PM6 unit in various speakers.
Compared with them the higher flux of the PM4 units in the Audiovectors gives an even better HF response, yet their immediate impression
is less top—because it is so very much smoother. Striking confirmation
of this is shown by the reduction in disc surface noise and tape hiss
(assuming both are small and only just audible in the first place).
The advantages of horn loading in the middle of the range showed
up very well by the more solid reality given to things like piano, horns,
cellos and basses, yet the human voice, male or female, remained
quite natural. A playback of a wind ensemble, made under known
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TAPE— DISC— RADIO

equipment reviewed
Worden
Articulated
Pickup
Arm

Manufacturer's Specification: Radially operated single arm with
articulated head piece. Movable counterbalance for weight adjustment. Tracking correct to ± 1°. Pivots: Horizontal: Hardened
berylium copper. Vertical: Ball races.
Dimensions. ( Average
arm placing, arm fully extended.) Vertical pivot to turntable 81 in.
Overhang to rear of main vertical pivot 31 in. Minimum overall
length, arm fully extended Ill in. Total height adjustment. Just
under Iin. Price £ 12 17s. 6d., tax £ 3 17s. 3d. Shells 13s. 9d., tax
4s. 1Id. Manufacturers: Instrumatic Ltd., Grove Works, Elmsgrove Road, Weybridge, Surrey.
rrHE basic idea behind this arm is the same one which some
years ago inspired the introduction of the B.J. arm (which is still
with us). In the B.J., as many readers will know, two metal tubes
of unequal length make up the arm itself. They are pivoted at
both ends, and effectively vary the length of the arm as the disc is
traversed, the cartridge being carried in an interchangeable shell.
The object is to reduce tracking error to vanishing point by flattening out the arc of a circle which any pivoted arm must trace in
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crossing the disc, so giving the effect of an arm of extreme length.
In the case of the Worden it is claimed that an arm 37 in. long
would be required to produce the same reduction in tracking error.
The Worden is a single wooden arm of rectangular section. having a movable front piece carrying the head, which is controlled by
a link within the arm. The pivoting is so arranged that the head
gradually straightens on the arm as the groove is traced (
fig. I), the
arm reaching its full length and completely straight-out position at
a radius of 21- in. from the turntable centre, thus ensuring minimum
tracking error—effectively zero—at the inside of the disc, over the
last few grooves, where this condition is most important.
Any pivoted arm can be set up either for minimum -tracking
error or for minimum distortion; the two things arc not the same,
and neither are the two settings. The latter is to be preferred.
Nevertheless, distortion and tracking error are inter- related. With
a well-designed pivoted arm of adequate length and normal construction it is possible to obtain the same effect of zero error and
minimum distortion over the last 1 in. of playing surface as with
the Worden arm, at the expense of slightly increased error elsewhere. It is not, however, possible with such an arm to get the
same very low error over the whole playing surface as the Worden
arm provides: + 1- of a degree is claimed. Iwas unable to confirm this, but I can testify that the error is less than 1° at all
points, and the combination of this very low overall error with
minimum distortion is certainly attractive.
Other factors to remember
It must of course be remembered that there are other factors
than the achievement of low tracking error in the design of a
pickup arm, a fact which has recently been brought home to me
with added force from a different point of view while watching
the growth of a new arm, from preliminary discussions to finished
product. " from the other side of the fence ". The spiral groove in
a disc has to drive the pickup across the surface, and it is therefore obvious that bearing friction should be kept to an absolute
minimum; further, in order to equalise pressure on the groove
walls, which is highly desirable for mono reproduction and essential for good stereo, the arm must be accurately balanced laterally.
In the Worden arm, the horizontal pivots are of hardened berylium
copper, and the vertical pivots are miniature ball races. A design
such as this unfortunately entails increasing the number of horizontal pivots, and however good these may be it is inevitable that
there will be more bearing friction than in a conventional transcription arm employing bearings of equal quality.
Ideally, the record groove should have no work to do at all,
apart from moving the pickup stylus. No arm satisfying this condition has yet appeared, but it is by no means an impossibility.
Certainly, the less work imposed upon the groove by the pickup
arm, the better, and equally certainly the time is rapidly approaching when any arm- head combination which will not permit tracking within the elastic limits of the record material will be obsolete.
The freedom of movement of the Worden arm is probably as
great as can be attained by any arm so constructed, and, judged
by any standards short of the highest attainable, is entirely
adequate, but any arm working in this way must necessarily give
the groove more work to do.
Damping out resonances
The mass of a pickup arm and its distribution and damping, are
matters of considerable importance. The makers state that in the
case of the Worden arm the choice of material tends to damp out
resonances, and it is certainly true that wood is better in this respect than metal or plastic material.
They also say that the
"breaking" of the arm at the point of articulation prevents unwanted frequencies being transmitted to the stylus if they tend to
arise. There were no obvious resonances in reproduction.
The mass of the arm is placed above the main bearings, a condition which is only satisfactory if the maker's instructions that
motor board, turntable and arm should be set dead level are
scrupulously observed; if this is not done, the arm is liable to be
unstable mechanically.
The counterweight, which moves with the arm, screws on to a
threaded pin projecting from the rear, with a marked scale above
it. The wiring is arranged in a loop, which should not be disturbed, in order to ensure that there is no restraint on the movement of the arm due to twisting. Termination is by tag board
(provided) on the underside of the motor board, which is second
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EQUIPMENT REVIEWED ( continued)
best only to plug and socket connection.
The Worden is not the most convenient of arms to set up and
adjust. Height can be altered only by the insertion of wooden
blocks (which are provided) under the pickup arm base. The
makers state—(1quote from the instruction sheet)—" It is essential
to ensure that the axis of the front main pivot of the arm is truly
perpendicular to the plane of the turntable, as seen from the

stylus." If this is not the case, the arm will not be dynamically
level, and in order to obtain this condition it may well be necessary
to resort to more packing under one side or the other of the base.
If, when the height of the arm has been so set that it is parallel to
the record surface the stylus is not vertical to the .groove as seen
from the side or front, it is necessary to use more packing under
the cartridge itself.
No lifting and lowering device is provided except a finger hook.
The scale against which the counterweight moves is not weight
calibrated. The arm is balanced to zero with the head and cartridge in position, and the counterweight is then adjusted to give
the desired tracking pressure, as measured by a pickup gauge. The
position of the counterweight can then be noted, and the procedure repeated if asecond head is in use.
There is some variation of tracking pressure, due to the elongation of the arm as the playing surface is crossed. The makers
suggest adding f gram to the tracking weight recommended by the
manufacturers of high compliance cartridges.
When set up in accordance with the instructions and template
provided, the Worden arm performed perfectly well with three
different cartridges at different tracking pressures. There was no
audible difference in reproduction compared with the performance
of the same cartridges in my standard arm, but in each case the
Worden required a rather higher tracking weight. Given this, results were excellent. In the sample arm submitted for test, there
was a good deal of play in the lateral pivots, and the finish, apart
from the polish of the wood, which was excellent, left something
to be desired.
Whether the advantages of an arm of this type outweigh its disadvantages in comparison with a conventional transcription arm of
high quality is a matter about which people may disagree; but I
am satisfied that this arm does behave well, given the careful
handling and attention to detail which the designer has a right to
expect, and that it is the best of what may be called the " unconventional " arms which Ihave been able to test.
The shell will accept all standard cartridges and, with adaptors
supplied by the makers, some " specials " including the Decca fjss,
which was among those tested in the arm.
•
•
Manufacturer's comment
WE would respectfully suggest (particularly in view of the openVV ing reference to the Bi. Arm) that it might have been more
helpful to the reader if definite friction figures had been quoted
for the Worden Arm, together with the actual amount of weight
increase noticed at inner disc radii. Our actual manufacturing tol-
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erance are as follows: —lateral friction 20-30 milligrammes, vertical friction 40-50 milligrammes, and a total of 1 gramme weight
variation in traverse across the disc over the full range of counterweight adjustment amounting to IIgrammes or more.
We query the reviewer's remark —" The spiral groove in a
disc has to drive the pickup across the surface, etc." It is a wellknown fact that with arms of the fixed head- offset variety, the tendency is for the pickup to run in towards turntable centre (and
this whether there be a spiral groove present or not), due to the
rotational force of the disc acting upon the stylus which is set to
over-hang the centre of the turntable in order to obtain optimum
correctness of tracking. Otherwise, why we may ask, do certain
manufacturers employ bias weights or springs in efforts to overcome this particular problem?
The quotation from the Instruction sheet in reference to setting
up and adjusting the arm could be misleading as regards the
amount of trouble involved. Our relevant statement actually begins:—" For optimum results, particularly when tracking at very
low playing weights, it is essential to ensure etc.," and adjustment
is only advised should the axis of the front main pivot be very
much out of true vertically. This could result from the base of the
arm being out of level, more than slightly, with the plane of the
turntable through some cause or other, and which may be corrected
quite easily.
We most emphatically deny suggesting the addition of 1 gramme
to the tracking weight recommended by the cartridge manufacturers— " high compliance" or otherwise. Our paragraph of advice
as to " Stylus Pressure" in the Instructions leaflet has evidently
been misunderstood. To guard against the danger of playing at
too light a weight for a given cartridge, which, as is generally
agreed can do more harm than good, we advise as follows:—" as
only approx. half of the actual stylus pressure will be in contact
with the groove walls, the suggestions in respect of exceptionally
light tracking weights (as opposed to the usual) for certain cartridges should be slightly modified in the light therof. In practice,
optimum results with these heads will be obtained by increasing to
the extent of half a gramme or so the bare minimum weight thus
advised in each case. Otherwise, and in general, the cartridge
manufacturers' recommendations should be observed." As Messrs.
Decca would no doubt confirm, their tracking weight for the earlier
FFSS head is 31 grammes or so. Stylus pressures variously suggested for this head when used with a certain high quality transcription arm have been as low as I1-2 grammes, we advise 21
grammes with the Worden Arm. Similarly with other heads, such
as the A.D.C. (1 gramme) for which we advise no less than 14
grammes, and the Decca Deram Transcription Cartridge for which
the makers themselves recommend 2-3 grammes for use with this
arm.
That no audible difference was observed using the same cartridge
in the Worden as compared with the reviewer's standard arm (the
make of which was not stated, by the way) need be no cause for
surprise. As is frequently remarked upon by users of the Worden
Arm, records previously played by standard arms often show a
marked improvement after several playings with the Worden. This
depends, of course, on the amount of damage previously sustained,
and obviously a worn disc can never be restored to its prestine condition. Nevertheless, converse conditions may also obtain, i.e.,
at best, on a first play- through of such records with the Worden
Arm, and irrespective of cartridge used, the reproduction will
necessarily still contain evidence of previous use together with the
audio signal. We are not suggesting that worn records were used
for the review tests with the Worden Arm, but would like to draw
attention to this phenomenon, which, not possibly having arisen in
the reviewer's past experience might naturally escape his notice
when making tests in the usual manner and over a comparatively
short period.
With regard to " play" in the lateral pivots noticed in the arm
under review, we may say that providing there is virtually no torsional slackness in the front main pivot assembly, lateral play in
the linkage is of no account whatever. In fact this can be of positive advantage in the tracking of off-centre discs, thereby allowing
the head section to move slightly with the oscillating groove and
independently to the main arm. However, we would reassure
readers that play in all the bearings of arms in production is being
kept to the lowest practicable minimum.
B. J. Webb's comment will be published nest month.
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EQUIPMENT
by Martin Colloms

REVIEWED

Lecson AC1 pre•ampiAP1X poweramp
ESPITE the several years that have passed
since their introduction, the styling of
these two units remains fresh and undated.
Internally, however, there have been some
major changes, and strictly speaking the
AP1X is virtually a new amp, offering around
100 W/channel with the cylinder height increased to improve heat dissipation. Nonethe- less it still runs quite hot after an hour or
so; 40-50°C is a normal case temperature and
sustained drive can bring it up to above 60°C.
The thermal switch is set to operate when the
external cylinder temperature reaches 70°C,
and personally Iconsider this rather too high
for a domestic unit. One final quibble: as
with the BGW, the audible level of hum from
the power transformer necessitated location
of the power amp well away from the listening
position, using a non- resonant shelf.
The AC1 preamp offered a generous
array of facilities, including four effective low
coloration filters at 35 Hz, 5kHz, 8 kHz and
13 kHz. Conventional tone controls were
fitted with ± 8dB available at 10 kHz and
±12 dB at 100 Hz. All audio sockets were
executed in the DIN format, and a fairly
complex interface between pre- and poweramp makes it unlikely that the units would be
used separately. Connection between the
two was effected via a seven- core cable with
special screening and plugs, and this is
responsible for controlling a muting relay
in the power amp as well as returning a
proportion of the muting output power to the
preamp to energise the headphone socket.
While lacking meters, level controls and
an on/off switch, the AP1X did however make
provision for connecting two loudspeaker
pairs, with a concealed lever in the base
allowing selection of each or both.
Under lab testing a problem was en-

countered with the AC1 preamp, as the
auxiliary input was found to produce considerable distortion akin to crossover, particularly at mid frequencies; in addition, the
pickup input overload margin was well below
spec at 30 dB, 1kHz, and 23 dB, 15 kHz.
Accordingly, a second sample was obtained
and used for all subsequent lab and listening
tests, but even this unit was not entirely free
from problems as can be seen from the results
table. Possibly the subjective performance of
the Lecson system could have been ranked
higher had the AC1 performed better, but this
is only speculation, and without checking
many more pre- amps we are not in a position
to judge.
It is however unquestionable that a weakness exists in the pickup input equaliser at
the frequency extremes, as while the overall
mid- band distortion is of the order of 0.015%
with a fine 40 dB overload level, at 20 kHz the
margin had fallen to 20 dB, with distortion
approaching 1%. Using two- signal high frequency intermodulation, the difference-tone
distortion was of the order of 5% at the rated
input (0dB) and it did not fall below 1% until
the input was set 20 dB below nominal
setting sensitivity at 20 kHz. At the low frequency extreme the overload margin was
similarly reduced to 20 dB. In addition, at
—62 dB unweighted, the pickup input was
found to be quite noisy, although the — 70 dB
CCIR weighted figure indicates that the frequency distribution was satisfactory.
These
matters
apart,
the
remaining
measured parameters were very good, with
good reactive load delivery and excellent
power bandwidth, the output power lying in
the 110-140 watt per channel range. Spectral
analysis showed the mid- band distortion to
be predominantly 2nd harmonic; DC offset
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was acceptable at a maximum of 50 mV, but
could be lower, and the damping factor
showed only a small variation with frequency,
a favourable result.
Despite the problems discussed, the Lec son system performed fairly well on audition
through the disc inputs. The sound character was considered somewhat forward and
hard, with sibilants mildly exaggerated, but
fairly good rendition of detail was also shown.
A definite audible improvement occurred
using the auxiliary input; clarity increased
considerably and the hardness receded,
resulting in a clean open stereo image with
good depth and a firm and powerful bass
quality. The system also proved capable of
high levels without fatiguing effects.
In conclusion, it was felt that the Lecson
system could offer good value with an above
average sound quality; however, this recommendation can only be made with the proviso that future AC1 units have consistently
good disc input stages, and at present some
reservations are necessary on this score.•

record
wear

WHAT exactly happens when a, stylus
VV tracks a record has often been a source
of puzzlement to investigators. While much is
known about both elastic (temporary) and
plastic (permanent) deformation of many
materials, the processes involved when a
stylus tracks a record are too complex to be
well understood. People often forget that a
modern stylus presses into the surface of a
disc at a pressure of several tons per square
inch. The reduction of tracking forces has
not improved the situation much, as the introduction of stereo and elliptical styli have made
the stylus tip sharper than before, keeping the
pressure large.
It is only in recent years that the design of
pickup cartridges has improved enough to
remove the most obvious signs of record wear.
This does not mean that modern cartridges do
not produce wear, only that the effects of such
wear are not too obvious, and are accepted as
an inherent part of the ' hi-fi' sound of today.
The following theoretical account suggests
that there are good reasons for thinking that
modern elliptical styli still cause record wear.
Exact theoretical descriptions of disc wear
are not possible, owing to the numerous
factors involved in the stylus/groove relationship. Imention here just a few of the things
that any exact theory would have to allow for,
and then proceed by ignoring most of them in
asimplified theory!
(i) Most styli cause permanent groove
deformation, so a theory involving only
elastic deformation is not adequate.
(ii) The groove is moving at a high speed
with respect to the stylus.
(iii) Neither the surface of the groove nor
that of the stylus is smooth in real life.
(iv) The surface of the groove is not fiat,
but is curved in acomplex way depending on
the recorded sound.
(v) The surface of the stylus is curved,
causing pinch and tracing distortion effects.
(vi) A record is played more than once, so
the effects of repeated wear and playing must
be considered.
This article expounds a theory which
attempts to account for some aspects only of
disc record wear.
Several ' reasonable'
assumptions are made to make the maths
simple enough to handle, but these could be
wrong or inadequate. However, little theoretical work has been done on record wear up to
now, and even an incorrect theory which
approximately fits the facts can provide ause-

Michael Gerzon*
examines what
happens to the
grooves, and
why—particularly
with elliptical
styli

"Mathematical Institute, Oxford.

ful guide to future cartridge design. Such a
theory cannot replace experimental work such
as that by Walton, (13
but it can supplement it.
For those who are (understandably!)
unwilling or unable to plough through the
maths, some of the more interesting results of
the theory are indicated here. The theory suggests that virtually all modern pickups still
produce some degree of record wear, with
18 x6micron (0.7 x0.2 thou) elliptical styli
being among the worst offenders. If the maximum tracking pressure that will not cause
severe wear for a 13 micron (0.5 thou)
spherical stylus is taken to be one unit of
force, then the theory says that the maximum
tracking force for various sizes of elliptical
styli should be as follows:
18 x 6micron (0.7 x0.2 thou): 0.30 units
18 x 8micron (0.7 x0.3 thou): 0-48 units
18 x 10 micron (0.7 x0.4 thou): 0.70 units
Thus, if you would never dream of tracking a
0.5 thou stylus above 4gm, you should not
track a 0.7 x0.2 thou stylus above 1.2 gm,
which agrees with a conclusion of Percy
Wilson.
However, the reader is warned not to
reduce the playing weight of his pickup
because of the above results. If an attempt is
made to track apickup at too low aweight, it
will mistrack the tortuous waveform in the
groove, causing far more distortion and
groove damage than straightforward wear of
the groove ever would. The fact that wear
occurs does not necessarily mean that the
sound is distorted. In many case, the effect of
wear by an elliptical stylus will be that the
record material is pushed aside without the
actual shape of the recorded waveform being
altered significantly.
In fact, the sort of wear prodticed by
elliptical styli is less serious in nature than the
type produced by spherical styli. As explained in some detail later, this is probably
because, for elliptical styli, those parts of the
stylus causing wear act on any given point of
the record groove for only avery short period
of time. Formula ( 13) enables one to calculate the tracking weights for which elliptical
styli cause only moderate wear.
To whet the ahpetite of those who enjoy
dreaming about hi-fi in 2000 AD, it can be
shown as a consequence of the following
theory that video disc records (using mechanical modulations of the groove) are theoretically possible. This conclusion contradicts the
12)
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property only of the record material. This
formula essentially states that the force on
the stylus is proportional to the angle at which
the record surface is deformed. Now for
small indents: dA = dx.dy; also G is given by
11110EITTAf ION OF
THE RECORD
MATERIAL ( INDENT )
G

'rule-of- thumb' experience of present-day
audio records, but the amount of development
work required Fieans that we shall certainly
not see such records for many years.
The theory also permits one to calculate
many quantities, such as the debth of penetration of the stylus in the record (about
1micron) using very small amounts of experimental data, such as those found in pickup
reviews in audio magazines!
It is first necessary to develop the theory for
the simplest type of record deformation,
namely the elastic (temporary) type. We
assume that the surfaces of both stylus and
groove are smooth, and that the groove wall
is flat except at points which are under pressure by the stylus. (This means that we
assume modulations of the groove are small,
which is an inherent limitation of the theory
developed in this article.) Thus the indentation caused by the stylus in the groove wall
should be as illustrated in fig. 1(a). In practice
the indentation is more likely to be as illustrated in fig. 1(b), but we choose to simplify
the analysis by assuming (a). The depressed
area of the groove wall in contact with the
stylus will be called the indent.
For convenience of calculation, we assume
that there is no relative motion between the
stylus and groove wall. The effects due to
groove motion will be considered in due
course. The force exerted by the groove wall
on the stylus will be denoted by W, and the
depth of the indent will be denoted by D. If
the stylus is spherical, its radius will be
denoted by r; if it is elliptical, we denote the
major and minor radii by r
1 and r
2 respectively. For a spherical stylus, r = r1 = r
2.
for an 18 x8micron stylus: r
0 = 18
and
r
2 = 8. For elastic deformation, the indent is
assumed to be shallow, i.e. D is small compared to r
2.
Consider rectangular (
x, y, z) co-ordinates,
such that the x and y axes lie in the groove
wall, and such that the zaxis is perpendicular
to the groove wall, as illustrated in fig. 2. As
long as the indent is shallow, the force exerted
by the stylus on the groove wall is given by

W = Kff,/

D = kW 2,3 r-1 /
3
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The first two terms of the series in formula ( 3)
give sufficient accuracy for all practical purposes. For instance, for an 18 x8 micron
stylus, the correct value of r to be used in
formula ( 2) is r = 12.8 microns.
At this stage it should be emphasised that
formulae ( I) and (2) hold only for elastic
deformation of the record groove. Walton
suggests that formula (2) still holds good
when the groove is moving, except that the
value of k is thereby altered. If formula ( 2)
is differentiated, then the following relationship between small changes in D(
i.e. SD) and
the corresponding small changes in W
(i.e. 8iv) is obtained:
= kW -1'
3r
-"3 SW

Complement high class equipment with
well designed quality accessories

•

(
2)

where k is another constant related to K. We
note that the depth of the indent increases
more slowly than the force on the stylus.
This is because the deeper the stylus penetrates, the more record material has to be
pushed aside for any given further increase in
the depth.
If the integration of formula ( I) is carried
out for elliptical styli, we find that formula ( 2)
still holds except that r is replaced by a
function of r
1 and
r
2 involving elliptical
integrals of the second kind! However, r
can more conveniently be expressed as an
infinite series involving r
1 and r
2,namely,

OIRECTION OF MOTION
OF THE GROOVE SURFACE
•

COLTON take core of your records
'beret, ..1.n.e
..::•«
« "'«

+ (8z) 2
]
,
i
dy

By using the methods of the integral
calculus, it is possible to calculate the relationship between the quantities W, D, r, and
r
2 from formula ( I). Performing this calculation for spherical styli, we find that the
following holds for shallow indents:

where dA is the area of an element of the surface of the indent, G the gradient of the
surface of the indent in that element of area,
and where the integration is over the surface
area of the indent. K is a constant, and is a

11AON•LIFT Comm

CY+ (e2

Therefore, W is given by

W = KfiG.dA

•

=

(
4)

Formula (4) is still quite accurate even for
fairly large changes in D and W, as W -1,3
varies very little over a large range of values
of W.
If the stylus is tracking an unmodulated
groove, small changes in instantaneous force
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on the groove wall are related to the acceleration of the stylus, which is - d2(8D)/c1r 2.
Thus:
8W

=

Fie. 6. Electronic
micrograph of a
groove showing wear
after one playing by a
spherical stylus of
excessive tip mass.

/ d2(8D)¡
—
j--
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i.e. force = mass xacceleration where m is
the lip mass' of the stylus. Therefore,
using formula (4),
8D = îk W -113 r-"(- mr L
2
iJ
))
dt
This is the equation of a simple harmonic
(oscillatory) motion of frequency:
f= —
k-717
27r ,/ 2

rid;

m

-1/2

(
5)

This frequency is the frequency of the stylusmass/groove-compliance resonance, which
causes the peak in the frequency response of
many pickup cartridges above 10 kHz. In
some of the recent ' high-trackability' pickups,
the frequency response also has a high frequency peak due to resonances within the
cantilever-and- magnet system. Care must be
taken not to confuse this with the stylusmass/groove-compliance resonance of formula ( 5). However, in most of the older
generation of hi-fi pickups, the main resonance in the frequency response is due to the
stylus mass and groove compliance. This is
true, for example, for the Shure M44/M55
series of cartridges and for the ADC 660
series. Formula ( 5) only applies for elastic
groove deformation.
The method used to derive formula ( 5)
implies that
•= 27r m-m

UlD/

(6)

Formula (6) is true whether groove deformation is elastic or plastic, and thus will form an
essential part of the theory of plastic deformation.
When investigating the effects of record
wear, it is first necessary to know whether or
not wear is in fact taking place. Two
approaches will be used to determine what
tracking forces are required to cause record
wear. The first approach is to regard any
significant departures from results predicted
by the theory for elastic deformation as
evidence that deformation is not elastic, i.e. is
plastic. The second approach is to derive
a quantitative theory to determine the maximum forces that can be applied to the stylus
without causing record wear. As will be seen,
both approaches indicate that most or all of
present-day elliptical styli cause record wear.
If the various parameters associated with
two different pickups are denoted by f', W',
r', m', etc, for the first pickup, and by f", W",
r", m", etc, for the second pickup, then,
assuming elastic deformation, formula ( 5)
implies
w

,1/8

,.• 1/6

W^1/6

r

m

•-1/2

"1/6

(7)

In particular, it should be noticed that for the
spherical 13 micron and elliptical stylus versions of a pickup, the stylus resonance frequencies should not differ by more than 2or
3%, asuming that W and m are identical for
both pickups. Even if the spherical stylus

version has a 17 micron (0-7 thou) stylus, the
resonance frequencies should not differ by
more than about 8%.
Glancing at the frequency response curves,
however, of a few pickups which have virtually identical spherical and elliptical stylus
versions, it is obvious that the difference in
resonance frequencies is more like 10 to 30%
in most cases, with the elliptical stylus version
having the lower resonance frequency. As a
13 micron (0.5 thou) spherical stylus is known
not to cause significant deformation of an
unmodulated groove at pressures as high as
3 or 3+ gm (see reference I), we must conclude that it is the elliptical stylus version of
the cartridge that is not obeying the results of
the theory of elastic deformation. That is,
elliptical styli wear records! This result will
now be confirmed using asecond approach.
Looking at fig. 1(a), it will be seen that the
greatest discontinuity of the record surface
occurs at the edge of the indent. Therefore,
as the tracking force is gradually increased,
permanent deformation will first take place
at the edge of the indent. The conventional
criterion for the onset of plastic deformation
involves the radius of curvature of the record
surface. It is not possible to calculate easily
the radius of curvature at the edge of the
indent, except that it is obviously much
smaller than the radius of the stylus. This
being the case, the angle (
0in fig. 3) made by
the edge of the surface of the indent with the
undeformed groove surface will determine the
radius of curvature of the groove surface at
the edge of the indent (as long as the deformation is elastic).
Thus the following statement may be taken
as a reasonable hypothesis: Deformation of
the record material is elastic for values of 0

B. K. PARTNERS LTD
STREET

cos _aiRR

D\,, j
/2D
R

for small D

For agiven stylus, the largest value of 0occurs
for a cross-section of the indent taken along
the nunor axis of the stylus; thus, for elastic
deformation
2D

=

r2

<0"

(
8)

Manipulating formulae (2) and (8), we derive
k-3
2 .,12

W -

,2312 , 112

Thus the maximum stylus force ( We) before
plastic deformation (wq,ar) occurs is given by
0.1,3

242

W

rs3,2 r '

1 2

(9)

Using the same convention as for formula ( 7)
to indicate the parameters for two different
pickups,
Ws ,

r2 ,
3/2 rda

org,

y,

32rff112

(10)

This formula enables one to calculate the
maximum wear-free tracking force for any
radius of stylus, as long as one knows the
maximum wear-free tracking force for one
stylus radius. The values of the maximum
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less than a constant for the record material
(which will be denoted by 0'). For values of
O greater than 0*, groove deformation is
plastic. Thus, deformation is elastic for 0<8*,
and deformation is plastic for 0>0e.
Let the radius of the cross-section of the
indent shown in fig. 3 be R, then
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Fig. 7. Groove of
fig. 6after 250 playings. Both pictures
reproduced from
'Pickups. the Key to
Hi-fi' by courtesy of
J. Walton and Messrs.
Pitman.

values of 0occur at the ends of the major axis
of the ellipse of indent ( points A and B in
fig. 4), at which points 0 = ,./(2D/r 1).
This means that
(i) if D < 4re 0" , then no wear occurs.
(ii) if ire 0" < D <
0' 2 ,then wear occurs
at points M and N in fig. 4, but riot at
points'À and B.
(iii) if D> 4r, 0" , then wear occurs at all
points on the circumference of the
ellipse of indent.
These three states are obviously fundamentally
different. They will be called, respectively,
states of ` no wear', ' partial wear', and ' total
wear'. With a spherical stylus, no state of
partial wear exists, as r1 = r
e.
The formulae ( 2) and (5) give the values of
D and fassuming elastic deformation. These
values for D and twill be denoted by De and
fe. For plastic deformation of the record
groove, we cannot calculate D and fexactly,
but we can use experimental data about the
value of fto get some idea of the value of D.
From formula (6)
dD

1

dW

( 27rf) 2.

Therefore
D = —Iry
m o

force for various elliptical styli, given the
maximum force for a 13 micron (0.5 thou)
stylus, may be computed using formula ( 10),
giving the results quoted near the beginning of
this article.
To illustrate the implications of formula
(10), we consider the wear-free tracking force
required by an 18 x8micron (0.7 x0.3 thou)
elliptical stylus. Walton suggests in reference 1
that a0-5 thou ( 13 micron) stylus has amaximum wear-free tracking force of 3gm.
Formula ( 10) gives acorresponding maximum
tracking force of l45 gm for a 18 x8micron
stylus. However, if we are fussy and take into
account the forces required to overcome the
stylus impedance (i.e. compliance, tip mass,
etc), we find that a genuine wear-free pickup
with an 18 x8micron stylus must be designed
to track below îgm. No modern pickup
meets this requirement, although some get
close to it.
Similarly, an 18 x6micron (0-7 x0-2 thou)
stylus has a maximum wear-free tracking
force of 0.9 gm for an unmodulated groove,
and a mere 0.45 gm for a highly modulated
groove. Again we see that modern elliptical
stylus cartridges still wear records. However, no one should avoid buying an elliptical
stylus cartridge for this reason, as the subjective effects of this wear do not appear to be
serious, and spherical styli are not capable of
tracing the steeply recorded waveforms found
on some modern discs, especially towards the
inner grooves, where the radius of aspherical
stylus can exceed that of the recorded groove
modulation.
If the second of the two pickups referred to
in formula ( 10) has aspherical stylus (so that
r" = r
e"), and if the radii of the two pickup
styli are such that they have . the same
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The original

maximum wear- free
W•' = W"), then
r

.2 =

tracking

r2 ,3/2

,11,2

Therefore
1
.
2'34

Iin"

r''' 4 =

=

Now, (
r7r,')" 4 is very close to one in value, so
it is approximately true that r" = r
e'.
What
this means is that maximum wear-free tracking force is almost entirely determined by the
minor radius of a stylus, no matter what its
major radius is. Experimental evidence has
already led some people to believe that this is
the case (e.g. see reference 4).
While it is desirable that a pickup should
not cause record wear, my earlier results
indicate that most hi-fi cartridges do still
cause some.
However, this fact is not
immediately obvious, as otherwise elliptical
styli wpuld not have been so readily accepted
by the critical•high fidelity market. It is therefore desirable to investigate what actually
happens when astylus causes plastic deformation of the record groove. In the following, I
show that there are two distinct types of
record wear, and that only the less serious
type occurs with the better present-day
pickups.
The shape of the outline of the indent made
by the stylus in the surface of the record
groove is illustrated in fig. 4. This ellipse will
be called the ' ellipse of indent'. The minor
axis of this ellipse is parallel to the direction of
motion of the groove. The maximum values
of 0(
see fig. 3) occur at the ends of the minor
axis, and have the value 0 = V(2D1r 2), as
derived previously. (This value of 0occurs at
points M and N in fig. 4.) The minimum

(II)

Thus in theory we could use formula ( 11) to
calculate D once we know ( by experiment) the
value off for different tracking weights. This
may not be practical, but we can still use ( 11)
to get useful information. We know that if
W< W*, then (II) must give the same result
as formula ( 2), as deformation is then elastic.
If W> 14/•, then

li4

r" =

—
M

o

1 , „,

(
- 2/rf)2

= kW*"

r

Ifw
—
M

-1
-1

m Jiro

1 , „,

j
v• —
(2ef)2

W

(
fe) 2—1 dw
7
(2/Tfer

(using formula ( 2) )
.L5 kW*" 3 r-1 '
3+ [max()] '
k( W2,3

W*213)

r

-113

where ( using formula ( 2) again) max (
felf)
is the maximum value of (
fe/f) for stylus
pressures less than W.
Therefore
k kris/3 r-1/3{1

l'y ) 2/3

[( 7;
;

— 1]

[men

Using formula (9) to eliminate k,

( 12)
2D

4.1

8.J[Pr,){1+[e.)" - 11E-49)1 21
Remembering what is meant by total wear,
wear is thus certainly not total (i.e. is absent or
partial) when
(
1. 1){1+ [(vs
W

—
) 33

I]

f
) < 1 ( 13)
{ maxell t
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When formula ( 13) is satisfied, wear is
either absent or partial, although it is possible
for wear to be partial without formula ( 13)
being satisfied. However, if we can show that
formula ( 13) is satisfied by a pickup, then we
know that pickup does not cause total wear.
The value of max (
Alf) must be determined
experimentally, although the v4lue of felf for
tracking force W will normally be of about
the same value. ( it usually lies between 1-0
and 1.4.) Formula ( 7) enables fo to be calculated, and formula ( 10) enables 14/* to be
calculated, given a reference pickup with
spherical stylus. Frequency measurements
should be done on low-level test records, as
the above theory does not cover large groove
modulations.
The limited evidence available to the
author (published frequency response curves)
indicates that most elliptical stylus pickups
satisfy formula ( 13) (if we assume that a
13 micron stylus has a maximum wear-free
tracking force of i3 gm) at the manufacturer's
recommended tracking forces, even when we
allow for extra forces caused by, the stylus
impedance. Thus modern elliptical stylus
pickups cause partial wear only. To see how
partial wear differs from the more serious
total wear, we shall be forced (!) to look at
experimental results.

figure refers to residual permanent deformation, as is readily apparent from reference I.
In the following, we consider spherical
styli only. At the edge of the indent, formulae
(2) and (8) indicate O is proportional to WII 3
for elastic deformation, and so varies very
little with tracking weight. Thus if W
W*,
we may consider that O = O.
The angle included by the cone of a conventional stylus is about 55°. The angle
included by the two walls of the groove is 90°
(although the effective included angle can be
as small as 60° during high level groove
modulations, this being the cause of the pincheffect). Thus the angle between the stylus cone
and the groove wall is 4(90°— 55°) = 174° (see
fig. 5). This means that the value of O at the
top of the indent (point B in fig. 4) cannot be
more than 174°. If the stylus were a genuine
spherical indenter, tracking at a force near
W*, O should have a value of about 25° as
derived earlier.

There is fortunately a way of making a
direct comparison between the effects of
partial and total wear. This makes use of the
fact that all styli have conical bodies. As will
be shown below, the assumption used up to
now that the stylus acts as a spherical or
ellipsoidal indenter of the groove walls is not
always strictly accurate, due to the conical
shape of the body of the stylus.
Assuming the theory given earlier, we may
calculate
from formulae ( 5) and (9) by
eliminating k between the two formulae. We
then get

e

0* =

m

2e

—I/2 f-1

ra —la

(14)

where f(the frequency of the stylus resonance)
is measured at a tracking force W ( < W*).
In using formula ( 14), it must be remembered
that W and W* refer to the forces on one
groove wall only, and thus equal the conventional stylus pressure divided by ..12.
(However, one may take Wand W* as being
the actual stylus pressure in formulae ( 7), ( 10)
and ( 13) without going wrong.) As all
quantities on the right-hand side of formula
(14) are capable of being measured (although
W* can only be determined even moderately
well for aspherical stylus), it is possible to use
it to calculate 0*, which is aconstant for any
given record material. While an accurate calculation is difficult, it appears that
is
greater than 20°, and for the sake of simplifying the discussion below, we shall assume a
value of 25°. (25° is a fairly typical value
obtained by computations using ( 14). Remember to put Wand W* in dynes, m in gm,
fin Hz, and r
2 in cm, and that 0* comes out
in radians.)

e

0* >20° gives values of D greater than
Imicron, which appears to contradict
Walton's figure of 0.05 micron for I3-micron
styli causing elastic deformation. The contradiction is only apparent, as Walton's
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This means that, for a ` spherical' stylus, a
part of the indentation is caused by the conical
body of the stylus, as illustrated in fig. 5. As
O = 174° at the top of the indent,
at
this point, whether or not the stylus is causing
plastic deformation of the record. Thus,
deformation is always elastic at the top of the
indent ( point B in fig. 4). Thus, when a
'spherical' stylus is causing record wear, wear
occurs at points A, M and N in fig. 4, but not
at point B. Therefore, total wear is caused at
the bottom half of the indent, and partial
wear at the top half of the indent. Thus, by
examining (using electron micrographs) the
upper and lower parts of the wear caused by a
spherical stylus on agroove wall, it is possible
to compare directly the effects of partial and
total wear.

e<e

Fig. 6is an electron micrograph of agroove
worn by a ' spherical' stylus with an excessive
tip mass. The groove shown is only modulated on one wall (the upper half of the photo).
Due to the high stylus mass, the indentation
caused by the stylus has varied considerably
in depth at different parts of the recorded
waveform. This variation in depth allows the
effects of total and partial wear to be compared for different degrees of indentation.
The maximum indentation occurs at point A
(in fig. 6), and the minimum indentation
occurs at point B. The side of the indent
closest to the bottom of the groove (side C)
represents the effects of total wear, and the
side of the indent nearest the top of the groove
(side D) represents the effect of partial wear.
Inspection indicates that there is indeed
some degree of asymmetry in the worn
portion of the groove wall, with side D showing less wear, as would be expected. From the
mechanisms of wear suggested earlier ( i.e.
plastic deformation starts at the edges of the
indent), it would be expected that the
boundary of the worn region would be
sharply defined, and this is seen to be the case.
Further, as wear occurs at point A of fig. 4,
but not at point B (also fig. 4), the boundary
should be more obvious on side C than on
side D (fig. 6). This is seen to be the case,
especially for the region of moderate wear ( E
in fig. 6). It must be admitted that the differences between the two sides of the wear
are small, but they are by no means nonexistent.
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fig. 6.
It is also possible to give a ' plausible' but
non- mathematical account of the wearing
action of an elliptical stylus. Referring to
fig. 4, the top and bottom of the indent (points
B and A) have edges parallel to the direction
of groove motion, whereas points M and N
represent edges of the indent which are
perpendicular to the groove motion. Therefore the wearing action at the discontinuities
at points A and B acts on a given small
stretch of the groove for longer than at points
M and N. Thus we would expect the effects of
wear at and near points A and B to be more
serious than at and near points M and N; this
argument would not apply at low linear
groove speeds. This suggests that wear may
be more serious at reduced groove speeds (e.g.
near the middle of the record) than at higher
speeds. Walton, in reference 1 has given
experimental evidence that this is the case for
spherical styli.
We should expect this effect to be more
serious for elliptical styli, as only the wearing
action at M and N should be affected by
groove speed, and all the wear produced by
elliptical styli is of this type (as proved by
formula ( 13)), whereas only some of the
spherical stylus wear is of this type.
Percy Wilson has reported on several
occasions (e.g. in reference 4) that elliptical
styli seem rather good at handling soft
deposits on records (caused by atmospheric
contamination).
Like the older heavytracking spherical stylus cartridges, they seem
to plough through deposits ( if they are not too
hard) rather than ride over them. A plausible
explanation for this is simply that, while
modern spherical stylus hi-fi cartridges cause
very little wear, elliptical stylus pickups still
cause wear. ' Ploughing through deposits' is
merely another way of saying ' wearing the
deposits'; so, for once, the wearing action of
elliptical styli may actually be helping us. The
fact that partial wear seems a lot less serious
than total wear as far as groove damage goes
means that elliptical styli give us some of the
advantages of wear with few of the disadvantages!
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Fig. 6 shows the wear produced by one
playing with the pickup, and one may wonder
whether the differences between partial and
total wear are so significant after many playings. A glance at fig. 7, which shows the wear
after 250 playings, demonstrates that total
wear is then considerably more serious than
partial wear, ésPecially in the region of
moderate wear corresponding to region E in
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RADFORD
STA 12
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TWELVE WATT
STEREO

Power output: 12 watts per channel. Distortion: 0.1%. Hum and
noise: —70dB relative to 12 watts. Input required: 225 mV. Price:
37 gns. Made by Radford Electronics Ltd., Ashton Vale, Bristol 3.
•

THE firm of Radford have long had areputation in the electronics
industry for high quality stabilised power units and other industrial equipment, but an important, if probably lesser known, activity
has been the making of transformers for prominent manufacturers of
HiFi amplifiers. Mr. Radford himself has always had very decided
views about HiFi, and about output transformers in particular—so
Iwas not really surprised when Iheard of his intention to produce a
range of amplifiers and other equipment. These will include a7plus
7watt amplifier, a25 watt amplifier, ade-luxe stereo control unit and
a 12 plus 12 watt amplifier. The last named is in fact the first to be
reviewed in these pages. Although Ihave had an opportunity of briefly
testing a prototype control unit, it has been decided for obvious
reasons to wait for an actual production model before completing the
tests. All Iwould like to say now is—apart from some reservations
concerning the low-pass filter—Iwas most impressed with the general
design of the unit, aud Iam looking forward to putting it through its
paces. Meanwhile let us take alook at the Stereo 12. At first sight,
this amplifier would appear to be another version of the Mullard 520,
the first valve is aEF86 which is directly coupled to aECC83 cathode
poupled phase-splitter driving two EL34 output valves. However,
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further examination reveals some unusual features. Although the valve
line up is the same as the 520, alower HT voltage is used so the power
output is reduced to some 16 watts per channel. In other words, as far
as po‘ier output is concerned, the Stereo 12 comes in between the 510
and the 520. Other divergencies are, low frequency step networks
in the coupling to the output valves, and the connection of afeedback
loop around the EF86 input valve. This loop, which measured 12dB,
does not directly reduce the overall distortion, but it does allow the
high frequency step in the anode circuit to be reduced thus increasing
the stability margin at high frequencies. This also means that the
effective feedback applied by the main loop can be increased at these
frequencies with acorresponding reduction in distortion—assuming of
course that the output transformer is correctly designed.
Power Output
Frequency (c/s)

20

Power output
(watts rms)

6.3 - 12.3

30

40

1,000

10,000

15,000

16

16.3

12-6

10

Although the stereo 12 is only rated at 12 watts, it will be seen that
this figure is very conservative as afull 16 watts can be obtained over
most of the audio range. The attenuation below about 35 c/s is not
serious, provided ahigh pass filter is used in the pre-amplifier. Such
afilter is in fact built in the Radford control unit, and the response is
"tailored" to match the power amplifier. The distortion at high,
middle and low frequencies is shown in the diagram, and the smooth
overload characteristic is particularly noticeable. Naturally, the curve
is rather steeper at 40 c/s due to the saturation of the output transformer.
The second diagram shows the frequency response taken at 1watt.
As can be seen, this is within ldB from 20 c/s to about 30 Kc/s, rolling
off smoothly with the exception of an unimportant peak at 220 Kc/s.
The main feedback loop measured 25 dB, and this could be increased
to 40 dB before instability became evident. Although the stability
factor of 15 dB is not as high as the 27 dB rather optimistically claimed
for the early models, it is still outstandingly good. Hum and noise
was —74 dB relative to 16 watts, and the input required for full output
was 230 mV.
The chassis is soundly constructed, and the transformers and choke
are enclosed in ametal box with aset of valves placed each side. These
valves are mounted on polished metal strips, which provide acontrast
to the cream stove enamelled chassis. Two chrome carrying handles
are provided, and amost useful feature is acircuit diagram (with all
component values) printed on the bottom plate.
Ibelieve it was Hugh Brittain who said that HiFi was as much an
Art as aScience—this is certainly true as regards speaker systems. It
is also true that asoundly constructed, well engineered amplifier will
not necessarily give a performance to match. The Radford 12 is
undoubtedly a well engineered amplifier, as the figures show, it is
capable of areally first-class performance, and can be highly recommended.
G. W. Tillett
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Acoustic
Research
LST

MANUFACTURER'S SPECIFICATION.
Laboratory standard transducer with wide dispersion and large power-handling capacity.
Electroacoustic efficiency: 0.8% for radiation
into a solid angle of 2n ( half sphere of space).
Impedance: varies with spectrum switch position, nominally 4ohms. Spectrum balance control: front- mounted six-position switch giving a
choice of bass/treble balances in relation to midrange. Crossover frequencies : 575 Hz and 5kHz.
Power handling capacity: 23 watts long-term
average; 64 watts for 30 seconds; 180 watts for 10
seconds. Fuse: buss type FNM2. Drive units:
one 12 in. cone woofer; four 14 in. mid-range hemispherical radiators; tour fin. hemispherical
tweeters. Cabinet size: 27 in. wide, 20 in. high,
9i in. deep; with angled side panels. Recommended mounting: up from floor, with back
against a rigid wall. Finish: oiled walnut with
'natural' coloured grille cloth. Weight: 90 lbs.
Price: £220 ( Inc. VAT). Manufacturer: Acoustic Research International, High Street,
Houghton Regis, Beds.

September 1970 Acoustic Research Inc.
I. held a technical seminar at their European
factory at Amersfoort in Holland, an event
reported in liFN/RR as The Research in AR
(November 1970, p. 1723). Research was indeed
the theme on that memorable occasion, at
which Roy Allison— then Vice-President of the
firm's Engineering and Manufacturing Division
—presented an extremely thoroughgoing survey
of the philosophy and techniques underlying
AR loudspeaker design, testing and manufacture. Several interesting and slightly controversial points were brought up, particularly:
(i) the direct/reverberant sound ratio at
listeners' ears in typical home environments,
and the bearing this has on loudspeaker
directional properties; and (ii) the overall
frequency response balance that should be
adopted in a speaker to be used for domestic
listening. On the latter point, we were intrigued
to note that while the famed AR-3a reproducer
has adeliberately non-flat balance when its midrange and tweeter controls are set at the
suggested NORMAL. positions, this was corrected
when A-B comparisons were made with simulated ' live' sources. In other words, to achieve
an accurate tonal balance in the acoustic
,reproduction of an electrical input signal, the
AR-3a had to be modified.
The argument behind this is that because
most users (American users, anyway) will for
most of the time be listening to overbright,

ambience-starved, close-miked signals, then the
loudspeakers should be used to compensate.
My view is that the amplifier tone controls should
be employed for this, as otherwise we could get
into avicious spiral of ever-brighter recordings
and ever-dimmer loudspeakers. (See letter on
this from Roy Allison, with editorial comment,
HFN!RR May 1972, p. 885.) Because several of
us at the symposium believed this aspect of
AR's philosophy to be misguided, the Amersfoort event was followed by aseries of lengthy
letters sent back and forth across the Atlantic.
My colleague Frank Jones was particularly
active in this, and one intriguing outcome was
the arrival at Croydon of an experimental pair
of AR- 3F speakers. The ' F' stood for fiat, and
aspectral balance carrying this designation was
available on one position of a six-way switch
fitted to the front of the speaker. Despite all
their doubts, AR seemed to be toying with the
idea of a nominally flat speaker response (at
.least
to satisfy a few awkward European
perfectionists) and again various letters were
exchanged regarding the merits of this particular attempt—which Frank Jones and I
regarded as very fine.
It transpired that despite its virtues the
AR- 3F was not a practical proposition. The
American consumer is apparently noticeably
more prone than his British counterpart to feed
in such high powers that drive-units are often
damaged. As the AR-3's top end can only be
'flattened' by allowing relatively more power to
reach the mid and HF units, the risks became
too high for the comfort of AR's very comprehensive (and highly ethical) repair and service
scheme and five-year guarantee. Thus was born
the idea of a somewhat larger speaker system,
based on the AR- 3a and using the same drive
units, but incorporating no less than four each
of mid-range and tweeter units. This is the
Laboratory Standard Transducer, which is
necessarily so expensive that it must be
regarded not only as a high-grade domestic
speaker, but should also be considered for
studio monitoring work—where it may still on
occasion need the fuse so thoughtfully fitted in
case someone feeds in 180 watts for over ten
seconds! (See Manufacturer's Specification'.)
To round off this preamble on the LST's
genesis (and, to be truthful, it was never quite
25
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clear just how large a part was played by our
nagging letters), it should perhaps be mentioned
that because of his constructive but highly
critical contribution to the debate, we had
intended that Frank Jones should prepare this
review. However, his probing mind has in the
meantime so impressed the AR team that they
have now engaged him to run part of AR
International's European operation; so, as it is
not usual for manufacturers to review their own
products, the Editor decided to intervene!
Although most of the above is relatively
'inside information', some small signs of the
LST's ancestry are made visible to the individual
user. For instance, the instruction label on the
speaker's back panel suggests that while switch
position No 2 ' provides flattest acoustic energy
output', ahigher numbered setting (4, 5, or 6)
'usually provides most accurate reconstruction
of concert-hall balance for playback of recordings'. Also, in the accompanying booklet
it is stated that switch positions 5and 6give a
spectral balance ' approximately the same as
that of an AR-3a with its level controls in the
suggested NORMAL settings'. To give some idea
of what the six switch positions actually do, I
have plotted here the equivalent steps in
electrical response. By using a built-in autotransformer to effect these changes, AR have
kept the sensitivity constant in the mid-range
(575 Hz-5kHz); thus each alteration of
balance may be seen as astep up or down at the
bass and treble ends of the spectrum, with
position No. 2 used as a ' flat' reference.
Whereas No. Ilowers bass and raises treble by
IdB each, positions 3, 4, 5 and 6 effect progressive tipping of the response up at bass and
down at treble, with an extreme imbalance of
+4dB in position No. 6. Each single step of
the switch is subjectively very subtle, but if one
sets a pair of LSTs side-by-side, one at switch
position No. 1and the other at No. 6, awiderange music signal sounds very considerably
different as it is switched between the two.
In fact my preference for normal listening
was consistently on positions 2 and I. These
produced the same general balance as my own
carefully adjusted speakers, which in turn have
been set against Spendor BC- 1, Rogers BBC,
Quad ELS and IMF Monitor. Some commercial records are certainly overbright on these
settings, but many are not, and a good BBC
live music broadcast is superbly ' right'.
The recommended physical positioning of
the LSTs, incidentally, is up from the floor and
flat against a firm wall. The theoretical
responses are obtained only in such aposition,
though this has its snags (see later), and Ifeel
that it might have been more useful—especially
for studio applications—if the spectrum switch
were used instead to contour the lower bass for
a flat response in various stated positions in
relation to boundary walls, floor, corners, etc.
The nominally ' flat' response given by
switch position No. 2 is plotted in the second
diagram. This is necessarily based on AR's
own curves which represent the total energy
output obtained by integrating a number of
separate measurements. With so many drive
units, disposed on three angled surfaces, the
interference patterns become altogether too
fearful for a single axial measurement to have
any meaning; but subjectively my ears confirm
that the net effective response must be something rather like this plot, with a suspicion of
very slight rounding off in the extreme treble

above 9kHz (which removes just a wee bit of
edge from some ' close' recordings), and not
quite a full massiveness on the very deepest
organ pedals or large bass drum.
As it happens, no self-contained cabinet
speaker Ihave heard does well on these latter in
direct comparison with my own concrete
monsters, yet during A-B comparisons I still
lost my bearings on several occasions and had
to look at the switch rather than rely on my
ears to know which speakers were in use. Also,
the influences of room eigentones and positioning in relation to walls and corners will affect
extreme LF performance, while there are in any
case precious few commercial speakers ( the
IMF Monitor comes to mind) with a response
that is down by less than 5dB at 30 Hz. The
enclosure is sealed for ' acoustic suspension'
loading, and the resulting main LF system
resonance (remarkably well damped, with a
very ' tight' sounding bass) occurs at around
42 Hz, which is quite exceptionally low for an
IB and permits clean reproduction down to at
least 30 Hz.
On response, then, the LST is a very fine
device (with spectrum switch at No. 2position!).
It makes an absolutely splendid impact,
tonally, on wide-range musical material, though
it is relatively inefficient in the electroacoustic
sense and needs an amplifier of 30 watts or
more per channel to achieve realistic levels on
full orchestral and choral music, or on aclosely
balanced piano recording.
The amplifier
should also be tolerant of rather low impedances, as the LST falls to below 4ohms at some
parts of the spectrum, depending on switch
position. Ihad intended to provide acomposite
set of impedance curves, but the graphs
became so involved that Igave up! However,
assuming that it is likely to be the /
ow points
that worry amplifiers, the situation is as
follows: On switch positions 1and 2, impedance
remains above 64 ohms up to 4 kHz, then falls
steadily to level off to just under 4ohms above
12 kHz. On position 3, the top-end low point is
joined by a fall to just above 4ohms at 90110 Hz. On positions 4, 5and 6 the latter dip
goes down to a minimum of approximately
34 ohms and is below 4ohms over the range
70-180 Hz, but the HF end stays above
5ohms on No. 4 and is up out of harm's way
on positions 5 and 6. Six separate are curves
given in the manual.
Regarding colorations, there is asuspicion of
something happening in the lower hundreds of
Hertz, the tenor-clef area: a very slight ' cardboardiness' or emphasis of the sort that tends,
for instance, to make an oboe sound more like
its big cousin the cor anglais, to round off some
piano crispness, or to impart alower pitch and
slightly greater prominence to random background noise in comparison, say, with a Quad
ELS.
However, this seems to vary with
cabinet placing in relation to walls, etc, and
was reduced by breaking the rules and bringing
the speakers out from the wall, or at an angle
to it, though each speaker was kept at about
18 in. off the floor for all my tests. As the
effect was not noticed in the experimental
AR-3F, it seems likely that it arises in some way
from cabinet shape or dimensions. But Imust
emphasize that this really is an extremely subtle
business and only worth mentioning because of
the very high price/quality level. In comparison
with most hi-fi loudspeakers—even very expen
sive ones— the LST lacks obvious colorations.

A good sign here is that it very impartially
presents the wide range of tonal and ambient
balances found in recordings: one is very much
aware of the differences between records when
using a pair of LSTs. Some speakers always
sound simply like themselves, but the LST
sounds like the signals it is fed, and from the
viewpoint of general musical quality a pair of
them make such pleasing noises in my sitting
room that if Iwere moving house Icould be
tempted not to build another pair of concrete
monsters!
Just before writing this Ispent afinal evening
playing a wide range of musical material, and
was so absolutely enthralled by Solti's Mahler
No. 8, Boult's Vaughan Williams London
Symphony, Janet Baker singing English songs,
Tuckwell/Marriner's Haydn Horn Concertos,
the Italian Quartet's Beethoven Op. 18, Fredman's Bax Symphony No. 2, Ozawa's Stravinsky
Firebird, and the splendid Caballé/Domingo/
Milnes Verdi Joan of Arc, that if it weren't for a
reservation concerning the stereo performance
of the LSTs Imight undertake on oath never to
build my own loudspeakers again.
Such
colorations as there may be, are of the type that
fade in significance with continual use rather
than nag one's ears into intolerance. There are
few speakers Ifind ' liveable with' these days,
but the LSTs have been in use for nearly two
months as Iwrite, and Ihave almost given up
switching back to my own.
The one serious criticism arises from two
aspects of the disposition of drive units in the
LST. The central panel carries the bass unit
and two tweeters, while each of the two

AR •LST'

45-degree side panels carries two mid -range
units and a further tweeter. This arrangement
ensures avery wide dispersion of all frequencies,
with no significant changes of tonal balance as
one moves across laterally in front of the
speaker. In other words there is no liF
'beaming'. Now, while frequency-dependent
changes of loudness with lateral movement are
a bad thing (good point for the LST), some
change of overall loudness with listening angle is
desirable if stereo reproduction is to be accurate
over areasonable listening area, and not just in
the ' stereo seat'. A perfect loudspeaker would
have a radiation pattern giving maximum level
to the far side of the listening area, thus
compensating for Haas-effect, which tends to
shift and broaden central sound-stage images
towards the nearer speaker.
Any reproducer tending towards an omnidirectional radiation pattern cannot, by
definition, satisfy this angular intensity law, and
this is evident subjectively with the LSTs.
A centrally placed ( double-mono) source shifts
and broadens to one side as soon as one moves
from the stereo seat, and experimenting with
speaker angling seems not to help a great deal
because there is no semblance of an asymmetry
in the radiation pattern that could aid the
hearing system of a listener placed to one side.
With most conventional forward- facing
speakers one is forced, because of HF beaming,
to accept a compromise between tonal and
stereo stability, and it is clearly legitimate to
dislike such compromises, which give neither
perfect stereo nor perfect tonal balance—
except perhaps in the stereo seat. With the LST
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there is no compromise tonally, but one has to
put up with rather vague stereo when sitting to
one side of the listening room.
Here, the second stereo limitation comes up.
Whereas with most systems alateral move from
the speakers' bisecting line ( stereo seat) simply
shifts and broadens acentral stereo image, with
the LSTs the effect is more anomalous because
one has also then moved differentially in
relation to the various mid-range and tweeter
units on each speaker. Ideally the latter would
all be in avertical line, so that whatever happens
to an image spatially, happens to every bit of it!
Here, though, we have frequency-dependent
shifts, so that overtones don't necessarily move
with fundamentals, or high notes with low
notes. Having sensed some odd confusions in a
stereo opera recording, Iplayed aharp record
in double-mono mode. Ideally, it should have
remained central and narrow regardless of
listening position; in practice on many
speakers it would remain fairly central and
moderately narrow over a reasonable listening
area; but with the LSTs it wouldn't really
centralise at all, and at any position away from
the bisecting line it hopped around all over the
place depending on which notes were being
plucked or which harmonics excited. Thus
tonal consistency for various listening positions
seemed to have been achieved at the expense of
frequency-dependent stereo positioning between
those same positions.
This was with the speakers positioned
approximately as at ' A' in the third illustration,
which Iguess would be a likely sort of configuration for most users. The line ' X' represents a bisector of the LST's front and side
panels, which both carry tweeters near the top
edge. As one moves across this line there will be
a varying interference patern and some

corresponding shifts of time and phase, and I
can only assume that what Joseph Enock has
called the ' localising faculty' is thrown into
confusion by this. Anyway, pursuing this
hypothesis, it occurred to me that the LSTs
could just as well be placed as at ' B', to put the

tweeters' bisector on the line 'Y' well in front of
the listening area. This worked in the sense that
the frequency-dependent element in stereo
image-shifting was drastically reduced, though
the aforementioned overall shifts still arose.
However, the latter are of the more usual and
commonly tolerated kind and Iwould regard
the LST's stereo performance when used in the
'B' position as acceptable if far from perfect.
In an acoustically very lively room it might be

ONLY

A

worth bringing the speakers forward to position
'C' to ensure longer delays on reflections arising from radiation towards the rear wall, and
generally to reduce room coloration—though
this would require arather long listening room
if the seating area were not to be unduly
cramped.
Many readers will not be at all bothered by
all these reservations concerning stereo location,
double- mono tests, etc, and indeed it is true
that the ear is tolerant of inaccuracies in
presentation of a stereophonic aural picture
that would seem absurd to the eye if applied to a
stereoscopic visual picture. But if you are one
of those who choose to play mono speech and
solo guitar records via a single loudspeaker
because you cannot abide the unnatural
breadth so often (and quite wrongly!) achieved
with double- mono, then despite the LST's
superb performance in other respects you should
not make out that cheque for £440. If, on the
other hand, you fail to understand why some
people get so hot around the collar over the
directional aspects of stereo, and simply
appreciate the generally more open sound that
it achieves, a pair of LSTs will provide some
superb ' state of the art' sound, and at as high a
level as you or your neighbours could stand if
you have sufficient watts available.
Despite that fuse, the LST will take a
tremendous acoustic bashing without the
slightest sign of overload or strain, though the
latter could arise in the anatomy of anyone
inclined toward slipped discs who endeavours
to install apair single-handed. At 90 lb. weight
each they must be some of the heaviest speakers
for their size ever made—and the weight is due
not only to a lot of magnets, but to the very
impressively tough and solid cabinet structure.
John Crabbe
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equipment reviews
Koetsu MC1 ( wood)

Already something of alegend in Japan and the USA, this model has only
recently become available here. Technically advanced in many respects, it
is virtually handmade in Japan in small quantities by a retired Supex
engineer, Mr Sugano, with the help of members of his family.
While in voltage terms it qualifies as alow output moving- coil, in power
terms the Koetsu is one of the highest output models currently available.
However, its low coil resistance has not restricted the output excessively,
and the voltage is sufficient to drive more sensible amplifier systems to
respectable levels without a step-up. The coil does not contain a
permeable core, the latter held to be a source of magnetic non- linearity
with some models; instead the system is energised by a powerful
samarium—cobalt magnet. In both material and form the coil damper
support is reputed to be akey element of the design, and was chosen for its
ability to maintain stability in the moving system while following complex
modulations. The damping block is said to be much smaller and more rigid
than usual, the short fine cantilever is acomposite—externally of dark grey
boron for high rigidity, with a core of aluminium alloy for resonance
damping. To ensure secure mounting to the tonearm, the magnet yoke is
rigidly fixed to athick alloy back plate, while the stylus tip comprises avery
small back- mounted naked stone ground to a true elliptical profile, but
with the major radius given aslight extension to increase contact area. The
works are clad in asolid high density rosewood shell of perfect fit, which
provides a singularly dead and non- resonant structure. This standard
model weighs some 11 g, but amore expensive version is also available
which substitutes a semi- transparent agate/onyx for the rosewood,
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thereby incurring an
additional mass penalty.
Stylus quality
Stereo microscopy confirmed the very small size of the diamond tip—only
the active ground cone section is used ( see also Mission 773). The stone
was silver- solder- brazed by its back surface to the cantilever, this in itself a
remarkable piece of work. Possessing an excellent surface polish and
symmetry, the stylus was essentially of swept elliptical form. beina well
shaped and mildly swept to a so called 'super elliptical' contour.
Frequency response'
All the models we tried produced very similar and smooth frequency
responses, although the higher compliance samples predictably showed
less lift at low frequencies. Between 50 Hz and 10 kHz the response held
to within + 1dB limits, with the rise at the highest frequencies amaximum
of 3dB, this beginning as agentle tilt upwards from 8 kHz. The ultrasonic
characteristic was commendably well controlled, extending quite uniformly to the test limit of 50 kHz, but even more important was the good
dynamic control at all frequencies ( see separation.) A slight 1dB channel
imbalance was recorded, but balance was consistent over the range.
Matching and compatibility
Early samples possessed low frequency compliance values of 7and 8.5 Cu
which indicated use in arms of 12-30 geffective mass. Later models of the
so-called second series ( silver bottom plate with black script and a
stamped serial number) gave values of 12 Cu. suggesting 10-25 g arms.
The low frequency amplitude maximum was around 11 dB so the need for
viscous arm damping was marginal and could be ignored, as trackability
can be impaired when such damping is excessive.
As with the Asak. the Koetsu could read arm structural resonance
colorations, and needs careful choice of accompanying tonearm, but the
cartridge body itself seemed less resonant than most, possibly due to its
higher mass. Technically the Mission 774 is a mismatch, and yet it gave
quite good results, as did the Ittok; the latter would be my personal choice,
while other reviewers reported good performance using the FR 64S and
certain SAEC models.
Much has been written in the audiophile publications about the need for
special and expensive transformers or step-up devices, without which the
performance of the Koetsu is severely compromised. Iwould suggest that
these findings have been exaggerated, as the aural merits of this cartridge
were quite obvious when partnering relatively modest electronics. We
used the following to fine effect: Quad 44 ( either 1mV or 300 pV,
100 ohm/68 nF m- c card); Trio HA50 headamp plus Technics SI19070
preamp; and the Meridian MC101 ( Supex input). The Naim system is also
reported as compatible. The Koetsu output was quite high at almost
0-1 mV/cm/s and gave improved S/N ratios compared with other models.
Separation
The first sample tested gave remarkable separation figures— better than
35 dB, 200 Hz to 5 kHz, and better than 25 dB to beyond 20 kHz. In fact
the figure did not fall below 20 dB even at 50 kHz, this indicative of
remarkable control at the higher frequencies, with the oft- encountered
bending modes and tip mass resonances apparently avoided.
The third sample came from the series II group and gave comparable
results tor mid band separation, but possessed amild Supex - like 'glitch' at
9 kHz, while the HF separation fell alittle below 20 dB. A second sample
gave 35 dB mid band with some 25 dB at 20 kHz, and while all were very
good, clearly the first sample we tried was exceptional.
Transient response
The minimal rounding of the squarewave top ( ignoring cutter ringing)
confirmed the essentially flat response. The leading edge was steep.

RelayVision

57 Bridge Street IAlso in Merseyside .
Warrington
18 Westfield Street.,
Tel: (0925) 30444 St. Helens Tel:34141

"We tested samples from different batches
lechnibal measurements
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showing afast risetime and awide bandwidth, with the initial overshoot
quickly controlled and well delineated, being free of phase anomalies.
Distortion and Trackability
The series 2trackahihry was good. although the + 18 dB Supertrack at 300
Hz required a 3g downforce ( 3.5 g for the Series 1). 2 g downforce was
indicated by most tests as the optimum value, this despite many previously
published suggestions to the contrary, some as low as 1.5 g. On the
intermod tests, all samples coped well at 2 g, although the high frequencies were subject to moderate mistracking. High frequency tracking
or resolution distortion was, however, very good ( pink noise), and the
300 Hz distortion levels were also very low. The generator system
appeared well balanced and highly symmetrical on all axes
Listening test results
Very occasionally caught out on exceptionally demanding program, its
failures were surprisingly inconspicuous and were easily accommodated.
On blind listening tests it scored very highly and was noted by one
recording engineer as ruthlessly decoding the perspective and scale of his
own recordings Despite the slightly bright upper treble, the sound was
free of the ' fizz' which often accompanies this characteristic, while the
mid- low treble balance was, if anything, slightly ' rich', which served to
emphasise the fine low frequency performance. The bass sounded deeper
and better defined than most and revealed exceptional coherence and
integration on percussive and transient sounds.
In general this model's stereo accuracy, stability and clarity came nearer
to mastertape than any other. Its ability to separate detail in complex mid
passages, such as mass choir, was outstanding and was achieved without
any apparent exaggeration or hardness. For example, on one record of
handbell music ( Saydisc SDL289) it proved unique in presenting aclear
subjective image of each bell with no trace of the dissonant grit or fizz.
noted with certain of the other models reviewed. Singing voices—male or
female-- simply sounded more natural than with many other cartridges

Conclusions
Numerous factors contributed to the striking performance of this cartridge,
particularly with regards to its mid range. These included the fine
generator symmetry, the basically low distortion; the high separation.
especially at ultrasonic frequencies; the non- resonant physical structure;
the low compliance which ensured stable generator motion; the very wide
and uniform response; and the relatively high output, which was uncritical
of loading.
Imust confess to approaching the review of this model in a highly
sceptical frame of mind, particularly in view of its high price, but Iwas
converted by the evidence of my own as well as the panel's ears. Its
performance clearly merits recommendation, and while differences were
noted between the various samples tested, these did not prove significant
in subjective terms We are continuing to investigate the question of
consistency and hope to report on this in the near future.
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PRECISION PICK-UP ARMS

*The
finest
in
the
world
More than just a pick-up
arm the S.M.E. is a precision instrument of unrivalled quality and may be
bought in the confident
knowledge that no item
in the reproducing chain
will outclass it.
Reviewed in superlatives
by leading authorities. It
has come to be the standard
by which other arms are
judged.
An adaptor permits direct
mounting of Decca heads,
a combination which provides the highest quality of
reproduction obtainable.
Now obtainable on short
delivery due to increased
production.
Afully illustrated brochure,
price list and technical
reviews gladly sent on
req uest.

.1 know of no other arm on the market today which comes anywhere
near this standard '
Percy Wilson M.A. — Gramophone
'The best constructed and most v3rsatile pick-up arm yet offered to
the domestic user'
Donald W. Aldous & David Phillips — Gramophone Record Review
This beautiful piece of equipment, made with the precision of ascientific
instrument and beautifully finished, has my enthusiastic recommendation'
8. J. Webb — Hi Fi News
We know- of no other arm which combines so many refinements in its
design '
High Fidelity Magazine — U.S.A.
.It is a beautiful instrument, just to look at it is a pleasure. Literally
everything has been thought of and foreseen'
Dr. C. J. Briefer — Radio- Bulletin. Holland
'The English firm of S.M.E. is commercialising alittle mechanical marvel
worthy of a laboratory bringing together all imaginable refinements'
R. Lofaurie — Revue du Son. France

S.M.E. LTD. —
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CLASSIC SUPPLIERS
CLASSIC DEALERS
Classique Sounds
61 Aylestone Drive
Aylestone, Leicester LE2 8QE
0116 283 5821 (phone and fax)
Deals in vintage and second
hand equipment. Large selection
always available, vintage rebuilds
and servicing aspeciality.
Gramex Audio
25 Lower Marsh
London SEI 7AB
0171 401 3830, 928 3999 (fax)
Wide range of valve amplifiers
and turntables including Garrard
3011401, Thorens TD 124 and
SME, Goldring etc. Kits built to
order.
Lockwood Audio
Imperial Studios
Maxwell Road
Borehamwood
Herts WD6 1WE
0181 207 4472, 5283(fax)
Dealers in vintage gear and
second-hand records. Extensive
repair and rebuild service.
Midland Audio Exchange
181 Franche Road
Kidderminster
Worcs DY11 5AD
01562 822236
Wide range of second-hand
equipment. Full servicing and
rebuild facilities. Selection of
hard-to-find items
EQUIPMENT SERVICING
AND REBUILD,
COMPONENT and KIT
SUPPLIERS
AP Electronics
Derwent Business Centre
Clarks Street
Derby DE1 2BU
01332 674929
Supplier of parts and accessories
to upgrade and rebuild most
'serious hi-fi amplifiers'. Offers a
rebuild service if you're desperate.
Audio Classics
PO Box 67
Wigan, Lancs WI•12 3AG
01942 257525, 525861(fax),
e-mail
h.boardmangbbcnc.org.uk
Huge range of vintage gear
available; rebuilds and servicing,
tuner alignment, upgrades and
rebuilds.
Audio Engineering
57 Lyndhurst Drive
Leyton, London El0 6JB
0181 558 4266
Opportunities for DlYers to fulfill
their dreams; project ideas, full
instructions and all components
available. Large SAE for lists.

Audio Lab (Leeds)
3 Kildare Terrace Ind Est
Leeds LS12 IDB
0113 244 0378
The service specialists; restoration,
repair, recalibration and kitbuilding services on offer.

Hart Electronic Kits Ltd
see Wilmslow Audio
Fully engineered audiophile kits,
easy construction, thirty years
experience. Many designs from
John Lindsey Hood; send SAE
for lists.

Audio Links
7 Fairmont Crescent
Scunthorpé
N. Lines DN16 1EL
01724 870432
Suppliers of highest quality
components.

Infotech
67 Church Street
Larkhall ML9 1HE
01698 883334
Extensive range of manuals and
circuits for that next project; 100s
of titles on repairs and faultfinding. Phone for quote or
catalogue.

Audio Note (UK) Ltd
Unit C, Peacock Ind. Est.
125-127 Davigdor Road
Hove, E.Sussex BN3 ISG
01273 220511, 731298 (fax)
Supplier of bespoke (and also
very expensive) components for
valve amplification. Valve data
sheets/vintage circuits available.

Maplin Electronics
PO Box 3
Rayleigh, Essex SS6 8LR
01702 554161
Wide range of kits and
accessories; huge catalogue
available. Full range of test and
computer equipment for ardent
DlYers.

Audio Technology Ltd
PO Box 147
Bedford MK4 18PR
Range of modular and easy-tobuild kits including renowned
Sorcerer DAC. Send A4 SAE for
list. Can build kits to order.

Musical Oasis
Unit 15
Ferrybridge Workspace
Ponterfact Road
Ferrybridge
W. Yorks WF11 8PL
01977 671823
Wide range of accessories and
parts for the home constructor,
including valve matching service.

Avondale Audio
The Hollies
Avondale Road
Chesterfield S40 4TF
01246 200096, 207240(fax)
Audio engineers; upgrades,
improvements and servicing to
both static and moving parts of
the hi-fi chain (amps as well as
turntables). Also bespoke range of
own equipment. Extensive range
of parts available.

NVA
6Watermill Ind Est
Aspenden Road
Buntingford
Hertfordshire SG9 9JS
01763 272707, 2715949(fax)
Full range of kits; easy to build,
but support service available if
you are in difficulties.

Cricklewood Electronics Ltd
40-42 CricIdewood Broadway
London NW2 3ET •
0181 450 0995, 208 1441(fax)
'Astronomical range" of
components, tools and test equip.
Catalogue D. 00 inc p&p.

Russ Andrews Turntable
Accessories Ltd
Edge BAnk House,
Skelsmergh,
Kendal,
Cumbria,
LA8 9AS
Tel: 01539 823247
Fax: 01539 823317
Orderline: ( 0800) 373467
(UK)
World leading supplier of the
highest quality premium grade
components. Loudspeaker Upgrade
Handbook available. Sole UK
distributor of Kimber Kable.
NEW Audio Lifestyle Brochure
available containing new ranges
of accessories. To receive your copy
just mail, phone or fax the address
above.
Riverside Audio
18 Riverside
Cambridge CB5 8HL

Douglas
Woodford Green, Essex
0181 504 5467
Restores and rebuilds all vintage
amplifiers, over 40 years'
experience in Radfords, Leak,
Quad, Rogers, Armstrong etc.
Circuit data and second hand
equipment available.
GT Audio
5Upper Road
Higher Denham
Bucks UB9 5EJ
01895 833099
Fully guaranteed servicing and
repairs or upgrading to all audio
equipment; valve gear a
speciality. Some second-hand
equipment available.
30

01223 512253
Wide range of tube kits from dual
mono integrated to full phono
pre-amplifier.
Rush Audio
126 Station Road
Tempsford
Sandy, Beds SGI9 2AY
01767 640779, 640617(fax)
High quality British-made
polypropylene caps.
SJS Electroacoustics
Ben-Dor
Lumb Carr Road
Holcombe
Bury, Lancs BL8 4NN
01706 823025
Output transformers for 211,
WE300B and Sv811A; also
speaker crossover capacitors and
Hovland Musicaps.
Sowter Transformers
PO Box 36
Ipswich IPI 2EL
01473 252794, 236188(fax)
Complete design and manufacture
operation for all audio
transformers and chokes; any
design and specification; CAD
facilities.
The Audio Éclat
31 Knapton Avenue
Billingham
Cleveland TS22 5DJ
01642 559543, 535655(fax)
Rebuilds and enhancement of
most amplifiers from 1940s
designs to the latest Naim gear.
State of the art power supplies
available; wide range of
components for rebuilds available.
Bespoke valve designs built from
scratch to order, also range of
silver interconnects.
The Emporium
28 St Nicholas Street
Diss, Norfolk
01379 650744, 641392(fax)
Large range of second hand and
vintage equipment; operates
wanted and for sale lists; deals in
second-hand records too.
V Chassis Company
PO Box 36
Letchworth
Hertfordshire SG6 2UR
Tel/fax 01462 671594
Supplier of aluminium welded
chassis for all DIY kits and
projects. Modular chassis
available, and PTFE circuit
boards. Large SAE for details
(38p).
Vintage Radio Restoration
30 Melbourne Avenue
Worthing
W. Sussex BNI2 4RT
01903 501158

Full range of all accessories and
spares for restoration projects.
Output transformers and chokes
available, 30watt kit only £299
TURNTABLE SERVICE
AND REBUILD
Martin Bastin
225 Tettenhall Road
Wolverhampton
Loricraft Audio
4 Big Lane
Goose Green
Lambourne, Berks RG16 7XQ
01488 72267
Rebuild service turntables,
specialises in Garrards, Thorens
and similar. Plinths made to
order, arms sourced and restored.
Power supply available (two
models) suitable for Garrard
3011401 and Thorens TDI24.
Manticore Audio Visual
The Courtyard
56c Shortmead Street
Biggleswade, Beds SG 18 OAP
01767 318437
Tonearm rewiring and reengineering; Rega arms a
speciality. Also range of other
turntable spares.
Origin Live
87 Chessel Crescent
Bitterne
Southampton SO2 4BT
01703 442182
Range of kits available; turntable
kit is exceptionally easy to build
and professional in both sound
quality and appearance.
Slate Audio
47 Gemini Close
Leighton Buzzard
Bedfordshire LU7 8UD
01525 384174
Manufactures plinths and some
equipment stands out of granite
composite material. Also offers
glass platter mats.
CARTRIDGES AND STYLI
Audio Technica
Technica House
Royal London Trading Estate
Old Lane, Leeds LS11 8AG
0113 277 1441, 270 4836(fax)
Supplier of range of AT
cartridges and accessories.
Expert Stylus and
Cartridge Co
PO Box 3
Ashstead, Surrey KT21 2QD
01372 276604, 276147(fax)
Bespoke supplier of quality
diamonds for all record types
(including 78s). Re-tipping
service available.
Ortofon
Chiltern Hill

Chalfont St Peter, Bucks
01753 889949
Supplier and manufacturer of
moving magnet and moving cod
designs from £25 to £'2500+.
Also cables, Project turntables.

Oxon SN7 7BP
01367 243030, 243131(fax)
Suppliers of tubes to the industry
since 1958.
Groove Tubes
8 Barn Green
Bradmore, Wolverhampton
01902 794192, 620207 (fax)
Supplier of renowned Groove
Tubes range of valves and amps.
New and second-hand amps for
sale; accessories and parts; service
and repair on any valve amps.

Presence Audio
Woodside, Spronketts Lane,
Bolney, Haywards Heath,
W Sussex RI-117 5SA
01444 461611
Service/repairs for all Decca
cartridges, heads and arms;
supplier of Decca Ribbon
tweeters, record brushes; world
distributor of London cartridges

Hot Rox UK
10 Avondale Road
Carlton
Nottingham NG4 1AF
0115 987 3163 (phone & fax)
Supplier of Sovtek and other
valves. Large selection, 24hr
delivery.

Technical and General
PO Box 53
Crowborough, Sussex
01892 654534
Range of `correct radius'
diamonds for early recordings
(78s) and LPs. Also range of
turntable spares for Connoisseur,
Garrard, Thorens etc.

Langrex Supplies Ltd
1Mayo Road
Croydon CRO 2QP
0181 684 1166, 3056(fax)
Distributor of original valves and
semiconductors from UK and
USA manufacturers. Obsolete or
hard-to-find types aspeciality.

The Cartridge Man
88 Southbridge Road
Croydon CRO 1AF
0181 688 6565
Supplier of high quality handmodified cartridges; bespoke
cartridge re-tipping service.

PM Components
Springhead Enterprise Park
Springhead Road
Gravesend, Kent DA 113HD
01474 560521
Designs and manufactures valves,
including Golden Dragon range.
Major stockist of NOS tubes.
Huge archive of vintage tubes
from all over the world. 70-page
catalogue, £'2.50 (inc. p&p).

VALVE SUPPLIERS
Art Audio
130 Main Street
Calverton
Nottingham NG1 6LU
0115 965 3604
Supplier of Vaic valves and
amplifiers. Also manufacturer of
amplifiers, and cable supplier.

PV Tubes
104 Abbey Street
Accrington, Lancs BB5 1EE
01245 236521, 232611
Wide range of tubes,
semiconductors and other audio
accessories. Catalogue on recei[t
of large SAE (57p).

Audio Note ( UK) Ltd
Unit C, Peacock Ind. Est.
125-127 Davigdor Road
Hove, E.Sussex BN3 1SG
01273 220511, 731298 (fax)
Supplier of wide range of tubes
for valve amplification. Valve
data sheets and vintage circuits.

Sussex Surplus
13 Station Road
Horsham, Sussex RH13 5EZ
01403 251302, 270339 (fax)
Supplier of wide range of original
Mullard and other valves as well
as transformers, chokes and test
equipment.

Billington Export Ltd
1E Gillmans Trading Estate
Billingshurst
Horsham, W. Sussex RI-114 9EZ
01403 784961, 783519(fax)
Large stock of valves including
many obsolete brands. Own range
of Billington Gold available. 50page catalogue available, min.
order ‘50 (UK), £100 (export).

Vintage Audio
Brynhelygen
Eglwyswrw
Crymych, Dyfed SA41 3SS
01239 891448
Large stocks of original valves;
can be matched on pairs or quads
depending on availability. Also
range of valve and data books.

Chehner Valve Company
130 New London Road,
Chelmsford, Essex CM2 ORG
01245 265865, 490064 (fax)
CVC Premium valves; stocks of
Mullard, Brimar etc.

Wilson Valves
28 Banks Avenue
Golcar, Huddersfield
W. Yorks HD7 412
01484 654650, 655699 (fax)

Edicron Electronic
Components
Park Road, Faringdon,
31

LOUDSPEAKER DRIVE
UNITS AND KITS
Audiocab
9 Skew Bridge Close
Wootton Bassett
Wiltshire SN4 7DW
01793 848437
Speciality kit speaker cabinets,
wide range of finishes available,
or other supplied in standard bare
MDF. No woodworking skills
needed; ready-built cabinets can
be ordered.
DBS Audio
PO Box 91
Bury St Edmunds
Suffolk IP30 ONF
01284 828926
Sole supplier of speakers from
Dave Beniman; kits to various
specifications; pre-assembled
crossovers available.
Falcon DIY Speakers
Falcon Electronics
Tabor House
Mulbarton, Norfolk NR14 8JT
01508 578272
Own-make range of speakers and
kits, also information on wide
range of other kits and
electronics. Send SAE for list.
Hi-Fi and Components
84 Battersea Rise
London SW!!
0171 223 1110
Sources hard-to-find chassis
speakers and spares; also secondhand hi-fi equipment for sale.
Repairs undertaken.
IPL Acoustics
2 Laverton Road
Westbury, Wiltshire BAI3 3RS
01373 823333
Eight designs available, including
four transmission line models.
Drive units from SEAS, Morel,
Audax and Visaton; others to
special order. Full range of
speaker accessories available too.
The Speaker Co
Unit 9
Waterside Mill
Waterside, Macclesfield,
Cheshire SK!! 7HG
01625 500507
Comprehensive range of kits
using all types of speaker
technology. Extensive drive-unit
choice, exclusive TSC kit range.
MLSSA testing facilities.
Wilmslow Audio
Wellington Close
Parkgate Ind. Est.
Knutsford
Cheshire WAI6 8DX
01565 650605, 650080 (fax)
Wide range of speaker kits and
drive units: also now the supplier
of Hart Electronic Kits.

Heathrow, Lo
Public days 19th- 20th September,
Trade only 17th- 18th September, 10a

